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BRAIN STIMULATION METHODS

Deep Brain Stimulation

1000 Effective subthalamic stimulation modulates risk-reward trade-off during sequential gambling
Friederike Immer1,2, Andreas Horn1, David Meder1, Wolf-Julian Neumann1, Philipp Plettig3, Gerd-Helge Schneider2, Hartwig Siebner1, Andrea Kühn2,3
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Marijan Jahanshahi1,2, Leonoro Wilkinson3, Gary Hatton3, Yen Tai3, Nicola Pavese6, Catherine Jones6, Patricia Limosin2, David Brooks2
1UCL Institute of Neurology, London, United Kingdom, 2Clinical Hospital of Chengdu Brain Science Institute, MOE Key Lab for Neuroinformation, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, China, 3UCL Institute of Neurology, London, United Kingdom, 4Hammersmith Hospital, Imperial College, London, United Kingdom, 5Institute of Neurosciences, University of Newcastle, Newcastle, United Kingdom, 6Department of Psychology, Cardiff University, Cardiff, United Kingdom

1003 Delayed Feedback Approach for Desynchronizing Closed-Loop Deep Brain Stimulation
Oleksandr Popovyk1, Borys Lysyansky2, Peter Tass2
1Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine - INM-7, Research Center Juelich, Juelich, Germany, 2Department of Neurosurgery, Stanford University, Stanford, CA
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1General Electric Global Research, Bangalore, Karnataka, 2General Electric Global Research, Bangalore, India, 3Albany Medical Center, Albany, United States, 4General Electric Global Research, Niskayuna, NY, 5Albany Medical Center, Niskayuna, NY, 6Albany Medical Center, Albany, NY

Direct Electrical/Optogenetic Stimulation

1005 Mapping the functional and anatomical signatures of chemogenetically modulated neurons in the insula
Joannes Grandjean1, Francesca Mandino1, Ling Yun Yeow1, Chai Lean Teoh1, Chris Jun Hui Ho1, Amalina Attia1, Lai Guan Ng2, Malini Olivo1, Yu Fu3, Akhila Balachander2
1Singapore Bioimaging Consortium, Singapore, Singapore, 2Singapore Immunology Network, Singapore, Singapore
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Kazuya Motozawa1, Satoshi Umeda2, Yuri Terasawa3, Atsushi Natsume1, Toshihiko Wakabayashi1
1Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine, Nagoya, Japan, 2Department of Psychology, Keio University, Tokyo, Japan
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1Yale University, Hamden, CT, 2NYU, New York City, 3NYU, New York City, United States

Invasive Stimulation Methods Other
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Non-invasive Electrical/tDCS/tACS/tRNS

1009 Understanding the effects of transcranial direct current stimulation on response inhibition
Lucia Li1, Ines Violante2, Ewan Ross2, Robert Leech2, Adam Hampshire3, David Opitz2
1Neural Plasticity and Neurorehabilitation Laboratory, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 2Computational Neuro-Rehabilitation Laboratory, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 3Neurology Institute, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
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Stephanie Lefebvre1, Mayank Jag2, Nicolas Schweighofer2, Danny JJ Wang2, Sook-Lee Liew3,4
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1Maastricht University, Maastricht, Netherlands

1012 Can theta tACS modulate response inhibition in healthy young adults at behavioral level?

Hannah Brauer1,2, Navah Kadish1, Anya Pedersen1, Michael Sinatchkin1, Vera Moliadze1
1Institute of Medical Psychology and Medical Sociology, UKSH, University of Kiel, Kiel, Germany
2Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, ZIP gGmbH, UKSH, University of Kiel, Kiel, Germany
3Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy, Institute of Psychology, University of Kiel, Kiel, Germany
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Guilherme Saturning1, Axel Thielischer1, Kristoffer Madsen1, Thomas Knösche4, Konstantin Weiser1,2
1Technical University of Denmark, Center for Magnetic Resonance, Department of Electrical Engineering, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
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3Technical University of Denmark, Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
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1014 Imaging stimulation to modulate resting state functional MRI connectivity (rsfMRI) of the DMN

Daniel Keesser1, Jana Wörsching2, Valerie Kirsch1, Temmuz Karali1, Birgit Ertl-Wagner1, Frank Padberg2
1Department of Psychiatry, Department of Radiology, LMU, Munich, Germany
2Department of Psychiatry, LMU, Munich, Germany
3Department of Neurology, LMU, Munich, Germany
4Department of Radiology, LMU, Munich, Germany

1015 Critical Role of the Right VLPCF in Emotional Regulation of Social Exclusion: A TDCS Study

Zhenhong He1
1University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom

Non-invasive Magnetic/TMS

1016 Theta burst stimulation of TPJ – a new potential target for depression treatment

Martin Tik1, Henrýk Bukowski2, Anna-Lisa Schuler1, Allan Hummer1, Claus Lamm2, Christian Windischberger1
1Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
2University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

1017 The Necessity of Individualized TMS Targets: Inter-subject Variability of DLPCF Activation

Nicole Geissberger4, Martin Tik1, Ronald Sladky1, Michael Woletz1, André Hoffmann1, Matic Prinčič1, Christian Windischberger1
1Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
2University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

1018 Repetitive TMS reduced functional connectivity between the stimulation site and default-mode-network

Yuanqi Shang1, Da Chang1, Jian Zhang1, Donghui Song2, Wei Peng1, Ze Wang1,2
1Center for Cognition and Brain Disorders, Department of Psychology, Hangzhou Normal University, Hangzhou, China
2Temple University, Philadelphia, PA

1019 Intermittent transcranial magnetic stimulation (iTBS) improves post-stroke aphasia

Rodolphe Nenert1, Jane Allendorfer2, Amber Martin1, Joseph Griﬃs1, Victor Sung1, Harrison Walker1, Amy Amara1, Victor Mark1, Xiaohua Zhou1, Jerzy Szaflarski1
1UAB, Birmingham, AL
2University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL

1020 Effect of theta burst stimulation on activations in visual network: fMRI objects recognition paradigm

Martin Gajdos1, Lubomíra Anderková2, Irena Rektorová2
1Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
2CEITEC Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

Non-Invasive Stimulation Methods Other

1021 Real-time fMRI amygdala neurofeedback training lowers PTSD symptoms with hippocampus volume increase

Masaya Misaki1, Beni Mulyana1,2, Raquel Phillips1, Vadim Zotev1, Chung-Ki Wong1, Brent Wurfe1,2,3, Frank Krueger1, Matthew Feldner4, Jerzy Badurko4
1Laurence Institute for Brain Research, Tulsa, OK
2School of Computer Engineering, University of Oklahoma, Tulsa, OK
3Laureate Psychiatric Clinic and Hospital, Tulsa, OK
4School of Systems Biology, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA

1022 EEG study on the effect of transcutaneous vagal nerve stimulation on central noradrenergic activity

Christopher Warren1, Katianna-Daphne Tona2, Lineke Ouwerkerk2, Jos Bosch3, Sander Nieuwenhuis2
1Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands
2University of Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands
3University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands

1023 Photoactivation effects on subliminally enhanced cognitive conﬂict

Adina Minc1
1University of Oradea, Oradea, Romania

1024 Gentle rocking stimulation impacts the regulation of sleep in poor sleepers

Aurore Perrault1, Sophie Schwartz2, Laurence Bayer2
1University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland
2Center for Sleep Medicine - HUG, Geneva, Switzerland

1025 Transcranial Static Magnetic Field Stimulation (tSMS) of the Human Supplementary Motor Area

Jose Angel Pineda-Pardo1, Ignacio Obeso1, Michele Dileone1, Bryan Strange2,3, José Angel Obeso1, Antonio Oliviero1, Guglielmo Foffani1
1CINAC, Hospital Universitario HM Puerta del Sur, Universidad CEU-San Pablo, Madrid, Spain
2Laboratory for Clinical Neuroscience, Centre of Biomedical Technology, Technical Univ. of Madrid, Madrid, Spain
3Department of Neuroimaging, Reina Sofia Centre for Alzheimer’s Research, Madrid, Spain
4Hospital Nacional de Parapléjicos, Toledo, Spain

1026 Image Distortion in 7 Tesla and its significance for high-field Amygdala neurofeedback

Johan Van der Meer1, Lydia Heilrung2, Myung-Ho In3, Florian Gottig1, Viola Borchardt4, Martin Walter5
1Queensland Institute of Medical Research, Brisbane, Australia
2University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
3Mayo Clinic, Rochester, United States
4Clinical Affective Neuroimaging Laboratory (CANLAB), Magdeburg, Germany
5University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland
6Eberhard Karls University, Tübingen, Germany
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1027 Reversible disruption of amygdala and anterior cingulate cortex using ultrasound neurostimulation

Dravide Folliot1, Lennart Verhagen2, Charlotte Constans3, Rogier Mars2,3, Pierre Pouget1, Jean-François Aubry4, Matthew Rushworth5, Jerome Salle6

WIN, Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom,
1Institut Langevin Ondes et Images, ESPCI ParisTech, CNRS 7587, UMRS 979 INSERM, Paris, France,
2Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands,
3Institut du Cerveau et de la Moelle épinière, UMR5, INSERM, CNRS, UPMC, Paris, France,
4Institut Langevin Ondes et Images, ESPCI ParisTech, CNRS, INSERM, Paris, France, 
5Department of Radiation Oncology, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA

1028 Structural-functional outcomes of MR guided focused ultrasound thalamotomy in essential tremor

Jose Angel Pineda-Pardo1, Raul Martinez-Fernandez2, Rafael Rodriguez-Rojas3, del Alamo Marta2,
Hernández-Fernández Frida4, Guglielmo Foffani5, Michele Dileone6, Lydia Vela7, José Ángel Obeso6

CINAC, Hospital Universitario HM Puerta del Sur, Universidad CEU-San Pablo, Mostoles, Madrid, Spain,
3CINAC, Hospital Universitario HM Puerta del Sur, Universidad CEU-San Pablo, Mostoles, Madrid,
4CINAC, Hospital Universitario HM Puerta del Sur, Universidad CEU-San Pablo, Mostoles, Madrid, Spain

1029* Focal non-invasive disruption of resting-state connectivity using ultrasound neurostimulation

Lennart Verhagen1, Davide Folliot1, Rogier Mars2,3, Charlotte Constans3, Pierre Pouget1, Jean-François Aubry1, Matthew Rushworth5, Jerome Salle6

WIN, Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom,
1Institut Langevin Ondes et Images, ESPCI ParisTech, CNRS 7587, UMRS 979 INSERM, Paris, France,
2Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands,
3Institut du Cerveau et de la Moelle épinière, UMR5, INSERM, CNRS, UPMC, Paris, France,
4Institut Langevin Ondes et Images, ESPCI ParisTech, CNRS, INSERM, Paris, France

TDCS

1030 Predicting response to bilateral tDCS over M1: An EEG and TMS study

Gabrielle Klees-Themens1, Félix Larochelle-Brunet1, Florence Bovet1, Elizabeth Jacob-Brassard1, Hugo Théoret1

1Université de Montréal, Montréal, Québec, Canada

1031 A Systematic Analysis of Simulations for tDCS Montages Applied in Reading

Sagarika Bhattacharjee1, Rajan Kashyap1, John E. Desmond2, Brenda Rapp1, Kenichi Oishi5, Hiroki Moto1, Hui Ai1, Pengfei Xu1, Shaozheng Qin1, Yuejia Luo1, Dandan Zhang4

1Neuroimaging Center (University Medical Center) / German Resilience Center, Mainz, Germany,
2Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University Hospital, LMU Munich, Munich, Germany,
3Department of Clinical Radiology, University Hospital, LMU Munich, Munich, Germany, 
4Department of Psychiatry & Lab. of Neurosciences (LIM-27), Inst. of Psychiatry, University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 5Center for Interdisciplinary Research on Applied Neurosciences (NAPNA), University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 6Institute of Clinical Radiology, Clinics Hospital, University of Sao Paulo Medical School, Sao Paulo, Brazil

1032 Functional Connectivity Mediates Language Outcomes under Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation

W Zhang1, Zeyi Wang1, Bronte Ficek2, Kimberly Webster3, John E. Desmond3, Argye Hillis4, Constantine Frangakis6, Andrea Fario3, Brian Coffo5, Kyraana Tsapkin2

1Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD, 2Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, 3John Hopkins, Baltimore, United States, 4Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD

TMS

1033 MRI Predictors of Response to Prefrontal Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation in Depression

Lucia Bulbaba1,2, Daniel Keese1, Priscila Bueno3, Fabio Duran2,5, Geraldo Busatto2,5, Edson Amaro Jr1, Frank Padberg4, Andre Brunoni4

1Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University Hospital, LMU Munich, Munich, Germany,
2International Max Planck Research School for Translational Psychiatry (IMPRS-TP), Munich, Germany,
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1424 A Combined Magnetoencephalography, 7T fMRI, and 7T MRS Spectroscopy Study in First Episode Psychosis
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1425* Different impaired speed of brain FC, GM and SNP in schizophrenic progress: a multimodal study
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1426 Using resting state to classify and predict 12-month functional outcome in psychosis patients
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1427 Meta analysis of 91 studies - Brain correlates with executive reaction times in schizophrenia
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1428 Frequency Dependence Changes in Dynamic Functional Connectivity Strength of Brain in Schizophrenia
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1429 Linking fMRI to Mobile Technologies in Schizophrenia: Pathophysiology of Executive deficits
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1430 Two Different Stories About Functional Connectivity in Schizophrenia: An fMRI Study
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1431 Dopamine-related Striatal Abnormalities as a promising biomarker of Schizophrenia
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1432 Thalamic intrinsic functional brain connectivity as a cross-diagnostic marker of psychosis
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1433 Diffusion Kurtosis Imaging Shows Gray Matter Abnormalities in Schizophrenia
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1434 EEG microstates, prodromal symptoms and cognitive decline in 22q11.2 deletion syndrome
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1435 A DWI study on short-range association U-fibers using a novel atlas in schizophrenia
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1436 Modulation of resting-state connectivity and working memory in high schizotypal adults
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1438 Brain Alterations in Insomnia Disorder: A Neuroimaging Meta-analysis
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1439 Abnormal theta- and beta-band cortical rhythms in IRBD patients during a visuospatial attention task
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1440 Working memory and dorsal attention network of shift workers: a preliminary fMRI study
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Novel high resolution visualisation of white matter in stroke
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Multiple factors shape the neural responses to brain damage: anatomy, topology, etiology
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Predicted brain age after stroke
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Predicting recovery of upper limb function with MCA infarction patients using diffusion tensor image
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Brain mapping for long-term recovery of gait after supratentorial stroke
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Disruptions in rich club organization of acute ischemic stroke patients predict functional outcome
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Network neurodegeneration after focal ischaemic stroke
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Effective Connectivity of the Ipsilesional Action Observation Network After Stroke
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Frequency Fluctuations in Resting-State Predict High versus Low Depressive Symptoms after Stroke
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Microstructure underlying white matter hyperintensities: influence of age and lesion load on DTI
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Alterations in Functional connectivity with short and long post-stroke duration invested with fMRI
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Meta-Analysis of Diffusion MRI in the ENIGMA Military Brain Injury Group: Preliminary Results
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Connectomic changes due to cerebral micro-hemorrhages after traumatic brain injury in older adults
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Degeneration of Distribution Properties for the TBI cases with Chronnic Symptoms
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Structural brain changes of mild or moderate traumatic brain injury patients: a morphometry study
Eunkyung Kim1, Han Gil Seo1, Hyun Hoeng Lee1, Seung Hak Lee1, Seung Hong Choi1, Roh-Eul Yoo1, Won-Sang Cho1, Byung-Mo Oh1
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Structural network alterations in adolescence acute to chronic mild traumatic brain injury
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Functional Connectivity in the Executive Control Network following Mild Traumatic Brain Injury
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Effect of blue light therapy on cortical volume, sleep, and anxiety symptoms following mTBI
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Increased Network Connectivity Across All Frequency Bands in Adolescents With Concussion
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Recovering consciousness: Thalamic sonication in acute post-trauma recovery
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Differences in corpus callosum injury between cerebral concussion and diffuse axonal injury
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Loss of consciousness and injury of the ascending reticular activating system in mTBI: A DTT study
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Using multimodal imaging to investigate working memory and response to methylphenidate after TBI
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1 Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom, 2 Imperial College London, London

Longitudinal Neuroanatomical Analysis in Severe Traumatic Brain Injury
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Alterations in Structural Correlation Networks with Prior Concussion in Collision-Sport Athletes
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Assessing the relative contribution of lesions and white matter damage to behaviour following TBI
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Electrophysiology and neuroimaging to identify biomarkers of sensorimotor dysfunction after TBI
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1489 Neural Correlates of Humor Motivation: An fMRI study
Yu-Cheng Chen1, Wei-Chin Hsu1, Yu-Chen Chau1
1National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, 2National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taipei, Taiwan

1490 Meta-analytic brain networks underlying emotion regulation
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1493* Regulating negative emotions affects dietary choice via modulation of value signals in vmPFC
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1496 Amygdala functional connectivity after negative stimulus exposure
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1497 Effects of approach and avoidance motor response training towards angry faces: An fMRI study
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Emotional Learning
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1500 Neural patterns of threat relevant social information during aversive learning
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1501* Closed-loop amygdala neurofeedback using emotional faces
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1506 Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) of cross-modal emotional processing
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1513 Functional associations of the insula cortex with trait-like empathy – a fMRI study
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5 Imaging Genetics Center, University of Southern California, Marina Del Rey, CA, 7Departments of
Neurology, Psychiatry, Radiology, Engineering, Pediatrics and Ophthalmology, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, CA, 8Department of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences, Semel Institute,
UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, 9http://enigma.ini.usc.edu/ongoing/enigma-22q-working-group/22qwg/,
Los Angeles, United States

Transcriptomics

1572 Gene-brain-neuroticism in adults
Qiang Xu1, Feng Liu1, Wen Qin1, Bing Liu2, Tianzi Jiang2, Chunshui Yu1
1Tianjin Medical University General Hospital, Tianjin, China, 2Brainnetome Center & National, Institute
of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China

1573 Untangling spatial specificity using null models for brain-wide neuroimaging and
transcriptomic data
Ben Fulcher1, Aurina Armatkevicu2, Alex Fornito4
1Sydney University, Sydney, NSW, 2Monash University, Melbourne, Australia, 3Monash University,
Clayton, Australia

HIGHER COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS

Decision Making

1574 The Time Course of Prediction Errors in Sequential Decision Making
He Xu1, Michael Herzog2
1Laboratory of Psychophysics, Brain Mind Institute, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
2University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 3Department of Psychology, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, CA, 4Center for Neuroimaging Science and Informatics, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, CA, 5Department of Psychology, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA

1575 Human oculomotor system codes perceptual choices independent of sensory inputs and
motor outputs
Yuan-hao Wu1, Lisa Velosos1, Simon Ludwig1, Felix Blankenburg2
1Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany, 2Berlin School of Mind and Brain, Humboldt-Universität zu
Berlin, Berlin, Germany, 3Bernstein Center for Computational Neuroscience Berlin, Berlin, Germany

1576 Anodal tDCS on medial frontal cortex enhances social conformity and confirmation bias
Yi Huang1, Shaqian Jia Min Lim1, Rongjun Yu1
1National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

1577 Transforming brain signals related to value evaluation and self-control into behavioural choices
Rujing Zha1, Junjie Bu2, Zhengde Wei3, Xiaochu Zhang2
1USTC, Hefei, China, 2USTC, Hefei, China, 3Shanghai Mental Health Center, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University School of Medicine, Shanghai, China

1578 Acute changes of 5-HT levels are not related to amount or delay processing in
intertemporal choice
Philipp Neukami1, Yacila Deza Araujo1, Michael Marxen1, Shakoor Pooehi2, Uwe Schwarzenbolz3,
Thomas Henkel1, Michael Smolka4
1Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany
2Communications University of China, Beijing, China, 3University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA

1579 Quantum Reinforcement Learning during Decision Making: A Behavioral and fMRI Study
Ni-An Li1, Zhengde Wei3, Xiaochu Zhang2
1School of Life Sciences, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui, China,
2Shanghai Mental Health Center, Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine, Shanghai, China,
3USTC, Hefei, China

1580 Making hard decisions shapes the neural coding of preferences
Stefan Bode1, Katharina Voigt1, Sebastian Speer1, Carsten Murawski1
1The University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Victoria

1581 Decisions to explore are preceded by increased baseline arousal
Anjali Raja Beharelle1, Marcus Grueschow1, Rafael Polania2, Marius Moisa1, Todd Hare1, Christian Ruff1
1SNS Lab, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

1582 Brain connectivity states predict participant engagement in web-based behavioral training
Marzie Sagha1, Jonathan Greenberg2, Karim Mukhida3, Sara Lazaro1, Javeria Hashmi4
1Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 2Harvard Medical School, Mass General Hospital,
Cambridge, MA, 3Dalhousie University, NSHA, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 4Dalhousie University,
Halifax, Canada

1583 Modeling and Decoding Dynamic Decision-Making
Yvonne Yau1, Thomas Hinault1, Mahsa Dada1, Madeline Taylor1, Yashar Zeighami1, Lesley Fellows1,
Alain Daghet1
1Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Canada, 2John Hopkins University,
Baltimore, MD
Executive Function

1604
Causal account of brain network computations driving value-based choice
Marius Moisă1, Rafael Polania1, Marcus Grueschow2, Christian Ruff2
1SNS lab, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
2University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 3SNS lab, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

1605
Individuals rely less on social information when it is acquired voluntarily
Mark Orlaff1, Dongui Chung1, Brennan Delattre1, Jacob Lee1, Brooks King-Casas2, Pearl Chiu1
1Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute, Roanoke, VA

1606
From avoiding risk to learning the optimal level – tDCS modulates risk taking in criminal offenders
Leonardo Nolette1, Lisa Wagels1,2,3, Lena Hofhansel4, Lara Keller4, Olivia Choy4, Adrian Raine4, Ute Häfner2,3
1Department of Psychiatry, Psychotherapeutics and Psychosomatics, Medical Faculty, RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany, 2JARA-Institute Brain Structure Function Relationship, Research Center Jülich and RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany, 3Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine 10, Research Center Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 4Departments of Criminology, Psychiatry, and Psychology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, United States

1607
Brain stimulation evidence for separable influences of value calculation and arousal on risky choice
Marcus Grueschow1, Miguel Garcia2, Sebastian Weissengruber1, Marius Moisa2, Christian Ruff1
1University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 2University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 3SNS lab, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

1608
Broad modulatory effects of dopamine on neural computations underlying impulsive decision-making
David Cole1, Lionel Rigoux1, Florian Brandl1, Andrea O. Diaconescu1, Zoltan Nagy1, Erich Seifritz1, Klaas Stephan2, Boris Queudnouf2
1University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 2Max Planck Institute for Metabolism Research, Cologne, Germany, 3Translational Neuromodeling Unit (TNU), University of Zurich and ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 4Psychiatric University Hospital Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 5University of Zurich and ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

1609
Language Distance Drives Adaptive Effects in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex in Bilinguals
Keerthi Ramanujan1, Davide Fedeli1, Junbin Abutaleb2, Henry Mak3, Brendan Weekes4
1Laboratory for Communication Science, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 2Centre for Neurolinguistics and Psycholinguistics, University San Raffaele and Scientific Institute, Milano, Italy, 3Department of Diagnostic Radiology, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

1610
Functional connectivity patterns systematically vary according to current task control demands
Doug Schultz1, Tokuya Ita1, Levi Solomon1, Rich Chen1, Ravi Mill1, Michael Cole1
1Rutgers University, Newark, NJ

1611
Developmental changes in response inhibition linked to white matter maturation
Katherine Skok Madsen1,2, Louise Baruël Johansen1, Terry Jenni1, William Beard1
1Danish Research Centre for Magnetic Resonance, Copenhagen University Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark, 2Institute of Technology, Metropolitan University College, Copenhagen, Denmark, 3Center for Human Development, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA

1612
An fMRI Investigation of Hot and Cool Executive Functions in Healthy Adults
Hoki Fung1, Su Ren Gan2, Shu-Hui Lee2,3, SH Annabel Chen2,4,5
1Psychology, School of Social Sciences, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, 2Center for General Education, National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, 3Department of Educational Psychology and Counseling, National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, 4Centre for Research and Development in Learning, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, 5Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine (LKCMedicine), Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

1613
Cognitive control is differentially modulated by ACC sulcal pattern in bi- and monolinguals
Nicolò Del Maschio1, Simone Sulpiri1, Keerthi Ramanujan1, Davide Fedeli1, Guosheng Ding1, Annalisa Caccia2,2, Junbin Abutaleb2
1Centre for Neurolinguistics and Psycholinguistics, University San Raffaele and Scientific Institute, Milano, Italy, 2University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 3Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 4Paris Descartes University, Sorbonne Paris Cité, Paris, France, Paris, France

1614
Lateralized beta-power as an online index of cognitive control processes
Adrian Fischer1, Roland Nigg2, Tilmann Klein1, Claudia Danielmeier1, Markus Ullsperger2
1OtGU, Magdeburg, Germany, 2Otto-von-Guericke University, Magdeburg, Germany, 3University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom

1615
Investigating the neural correlates of cognitive flexibility with the Flexible Item Selection Task
Dina Dajani1, Paola Odrizola1, Melanie Winters1, Willa Voorhies1, Selene Marcano2, Adriana Baez2, Anthony Dick1, Lucia Uddin3
1University of Miami, Miami, FL, 2Yale University, New Haven, CT, 3University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL, 4Florida International University, Miami, FL

1616
Verbal Fluency Test and Its Hemispheric Correlates in Healthy Seniors and Neurocognitive Disorders
Hanna Lu1,2, Sandra S. M. Chan1, Linda C. W. Lom1
1The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 2Guangzhou Brain Hospital, Guangzhou, China

1617
Combined EEG and EMG differentiations between the Go/NoGo and Stop-Signal tasks
Lisa Raud1, Rene Westerhusen1, Niamh Dooley1, Rene Huster1
1University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway, 2Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, Dublin, Ireland

1618
The Effects of Acute Alcohol Consumption on Insula Connectivity During Response Inhibition
Lauren Sherman1, Gail Rosenbaum1, Ashley Smith1, Morgan Bödtke1, Kara Fettich1, Jamie Patrianakos2, Laurence Steinberg1, Jason Chein1
1Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, 2NYU, New York, NY, 3NIMH, Bethesda, MD, 4University of Maryland, College Park, MD, 5Loyola University Chicago, Chicago, IL, 6Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Toronto, Ontario

1619
Neural Correlates of Inhibition Function: Effects of Acute Aerobic Exercise and Cardiovascular Fitness
Li Lin1, Cui Jie1, Fan Ming-Xia1
1East China Normal University, Shanghai, China

1620
Data-driven characterization of executive function comorbidity across pediatric psychiatric disorders
Junaid Merchant1, J Bradley Cherry1, Mary Shaptek1, Meredith Powers2, Srishti Rau1, Yetta Myrick2, Xiaozhen You1, Madison Berl2, Lauren Kenworthy2, Chandan Vaidya1
1Georgetown University, Washington, DC, 2Children’s National Health Systems, Washington, DC
States of Mind: A hidden Markov model approach to spontaneous thoughts

Covert and overt face recognition, one or two routes?

Functional connectivity changes after behavioral interventions for mild cognitive impairment

Explore the DLPFC and ACC activities during the scientific conflict tasks: A preliminary fMRI study

EEG-correlates of mental attention are modified by the mode of cognitive tasks presentation

Imagery

Visual Imagery of Faces and Cars in Face-Selective Visual Areas

A Mixed-Methods Approach to Visual Imagery in Auditory Comprehension

Shared representations for observed and imagined stimuli

Allocentric spatial memory ability predicts intrusive memories in posttraumatic stress disorder
Music

1658 Decoding functional brain-imaging data to identify developmental disorders: the case of amusia
Philippine Althoyn1, Anne Cacín1, Sam Norman-Haignere2, Yohana Lévéque3, Isabelle Peretz4, Barbara Tillmann5, Robert Zatorre1
1Montreal Neurological Institute–McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 2Lyon Neuroscience Research Center-Lyon University, Lyon, France, 3Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, MA, 4Université de Montréal, Montreal, Quebec

1659 Neurocorrelates of predictions in musical harmony: A model-based fMRI study
Vincent Cheung1, Peter Harrison1, Lars Meyer1, Angela Friederici1, Marcus Pearce2, John-Dylan Haynes3, Stefan Koelsch4,1
1Department of Neuro-psychology, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 2School of Electronic Engineering & Computer Science, Queen Mary University of London, London, United Kingdom, 3Bernstein Center for Computational Neuroscience, Charité – Universitätsmedizin, Berlin, Germany, 4Department of Biological and Medical Psychology, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway

1660 Polyphyletic neuroplasticity of neural myelination associated with training of various musical arts
Wen-Sen Liu5, Ching-Ju Yang1,2, Tzu-Yi Hong1,2, Jen-Chuen Hsieh3,1
1Institute of Brain Science, National Yang-Ming University, Taipei, Taiwan, 2Integrated Brain Research Unit, Division of Clinical Research, Department of Medical Research, Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, 3Graduate Institute of Arts and Humanities Education, Taipei National University of the Arts, Taipei, Taiwan

1661 Inferior frontal gyrus supports structure-based online action planning: an fMRI study on pianists
Rober1ta Bianco3,4, Giacomo March1,2,1, Avrum Hollinger3, Christopher Steele1, Natalie Kohler1, Peter Keller6, Arno Villringer3,4, Daniela Sambler1,2,6
1UCL Ear Institute, London, UK, 2University College London, UK, London, United Kingdom, 3Department of Neuroscience, Physiology and Pharmacology, University College London, London, UK, London, United Kingdom, 4Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, Leipzig, Germany, 5Cerebral Imaging Center, Douglas Mental Health University Institute, Montreal, QC, Canada, Montreal, Canada, 6The MARCS Institute for Brain, Behaviour and Development, Western Sydney University, Sydney, Australia, 7University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia

1662 Neuroanatomical correlates of absolute pitch ability in blind musicians
Zhichao Xia1, Wenbin Pang1, Hua Shu1, Linjun Zhang2
1Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 2Beijing Language and Culture University, Beijing, China

1663 Wired for music? - a diffusion MRI based study of normative music perception skills
Archeri Raja1, Jacob Alappat2, Apurva Shah3, Megha Sharda2, Jeffrey Vall1, Madhura Ingalhalikar3, Nandini Singh4,1
1Language, Literacy and Music Lab, National Brain Research Centre, Gurgaon, India, 2Symbiosis Institute of Technology, Symbiosis International (Deemed University), Pune, India, 3International Laboratory for Brain, Music and Sound (BRAMS), University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada, 4UNESCO Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace and Development (MGIEP), New Delhi, India

1664 Musical expertise is related to right-hemispheric language lateralization in left-handers
Esteban Villor-Rodríguez1, Jesús Adrián-Ventura2, María-Ángeles Polomar-García2, Mireia Hernández2, Gustav Oicina-Sempere2, Cesar Ávila2,3
1Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain, 2Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

1665 Networks associated with adaptation and anticipation in rhythmic action
Bronson Harry1, Marcel Fialkiewicz2, Daniel Margulies4, Peter Keller1,1
1The MARCS Institute for Brain, Behaviour and Development, Sydney, Australia, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany

1666 Intersubject correlation analysis of EEG rhythm during listening to music
Yuta Inagaki1, Tatsuya Matsuzaki1, Kanako Ueno1, Satara Shimada1,2,1
1Meiji University, Kawasaki, Japan

1667 Effects of musical training on white matter diffusivities and speech in noise perception
Xiaoran Li1, Yi Du2
1CAS Key Laboratory of Behavioral Science, Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China

1668 The brain structure changes after musical training of composition: a DTI study on composer
Siu1a Guo1, Jinan1ong3,1, Diankun Gong1, Jing Lu1, Dezhang Yao2
1School of Life Science and Technology, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, China

1669 Similarity of Individual Functional Brain Connectivity Patterns formed through Music Listening
Christof Karmanik1, Anthony Brandt1, Saba Elias3, Jennifer Townsend4, Elliott Silverman5, Jefferson Fraizer6
1Houston Methodist Hospital Research Institute, Houston, TX, 2Rice University, Houston, TX, 3Houston Methodist Research Institute, Houston, TX, 4Houston Methodist Hospital, Houston, TX, 5Lahey Hospital and Medical Center, Burlington, MA

1670 Superior frontal gyrus characterizes auditory selective attention in musically trained children
Leonie Kausel1, Francisco Zamararo2, Pablo Billeke2, Mary Elizabeth Sutherland3, Josefina Larrain-Valenzuela4, Francisco Aboliz5, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Providencia, Santiago, Chile, 2Pontificia Universidad de los Andes, Santiago, Chile, 3Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile, 4Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile, 5Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Reasoning and Problem Solving

1671 Creative Insight: The role of Nucleus accumbens and the dopaminergic mid-brain
Martin Tia1, Ronald Sladky2, Caroline Di Bernardi Lüft1, David Willinger1, André Hoffmann1, Michael Banissy1, Jaydev Bhattacharya1, Christian Windschütz1
1Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria, 2University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 3Goldsmiths University of London, London, UK, 4Goldsmiths University of London, London, United Kingdom

1672 Dissociating language and thought in human reasoning
John Coetzee1, Micah Johnson1, Marco Iacoboni1, Martin Monti2
1UCCLA, Los Angeles, CA, 2UCCLA, Los Angeles, CA, United States

1673 Arithmetic word problem solving is not merely text comprehension: neurocognitive evidence from fMRI
Ting-Ting Chang1,2, Tzu-Chen Lung2
1Department of Psychology, National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan, 2Research Center for Mind, Brain & Learning, National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan
1674 Spatial representation at different scales along the parahippocampal-retrosplenial axis
Michael Peet1, Yori Iriyori2, Rotem Monsa1, Shahar Arzy1
1Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel

1675 Nightmare math: What specific anxiety can do to the developing brain
Karim Kucan2,3, Ursina McCaskey4, Ruth O’Gorman Tuura2,4, Michael von Aster2,3,4
1Center for MR-Research, University Children's Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland, 2Children's Research Center, University Children's Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland, 3Neuroscience Center Zurich, University of Zurich and ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 4Zurich Center for Integrative Human Physiology, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 5Clinic for Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, German Red Cross Hospitals, Berlin, Germany

1676 Persistent Structural Differences in Developmental Dyscalculia: A Longitudinal Morphometry Study
Ursina McCaskey4, Michael von Aster2,3,4, Ruth O’Gorman Tuura2,4, Karim Kucan2,3
1Center for MR-Research, University Children's Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland, 2Children's Research Center, University Children's Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland, 3Neuroscience Center Zurich, University of Zurich and ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 4Zurich Center for Integrative Human Physiology, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

1677 Numerical processing in relation to functional/anatomical landmarks of human parietal cortex
Elisa Castaldi1, Alexandre Vignaud2, Evelyn Eger1
1Cognitive Neuroimaging Unit, CEA DRF/I2BM, INSERM, NeuroSpin center, Paris, France, 2CEA DRF/I2BM, NeuroSpin center, Paris, France

1678 Number processing in typically developing children
Sertac Ustun1, Nazife Ayyildiz2, Emre Kale2, Oykü Manço Çalışır2, Pınar Uran3, Özkür Öner4, Sinan Olkun5, Metehan Çiçek1,2
1Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, Ankara University, Ankara, Turkey, 2Brain Research Institute, Ankara University, Ankara, Turkey, 3Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, School of Medicine, Ankara University, Ankara, Turkey, 4Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, School of Medicine, Babgceşehir University, Istanbul, Turkey, 5Department of Mathematics and Science Education, School of Education, TED University, Ankara, Turkey

1679 Decoding Time in Human Frontal and Parietal Cortices
Masamichi Hayashi1, Wietske van der Zwaag2, Domenico Bueti3, Ryota Kanai4
1Osaka University, Suito, Japan, 2Spinco Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Noord-Holland, 3International School for Advanced Studies, Trieste, Italy, 4Araya Inc., Tokyo, Japan

1680 Early numeracy and the associated fronto-parietal numerical networks in preschoolers: a longitudinal
Han Zhang1, Chong-Yaw Wee2, Joann Poh1, Qiong Wang1, Lynette P. Shek1,2,4, Qiang Wang2, Lynette P. Shek1,3,4, Seng Chong Yap1,2, Sophie Leung1,2,4, Elisa Castaldi1, Alexandre Vignaud2, Evelyn Eger1
1Department of Paediatrics, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, National University Health System, Singapore, 2Spinoza Centre, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 3Advanced Clinical Imaging Technology, Siemens Healthcare AG, Lausanne, Switzerland, 4Araya Inc., Tokyo, Japan

IMAGING METHODS

1681 Mapping the Dark Side: Retinotopic Deactivations in the Default Network
Tomas Knopen1, Daan van Es2, Martijn Barendregt3
1Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam & Spinco Centre, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Noord-Holland, 3Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands

1682 Parameter optimization of MP2RAGE images on 7 T MRI
Uk-Su Choi1, Hirokazu Kawaguchi1, Yuihiro Matsuoka1, Tobias Kober1, Ichiro Kida1
1Center for Information and Neural Networks, NICT, Osaka, Japan, 2Siemens Healthcare K.K., Osaka, Japan, 3Advanced Clinical Imaging Technology, Siemens Healthcare AG, Lausanne, Switzerland

1683 Atrophy in the grey matter depending on speech score in cochlear implant users: a DARTEL-VBM study
Jeong-Sug Kyong1,2, Jae-Jun Han1, Seung-Ha Oh1, Myung-Whan Shuh1, Jun-Ho Lee1
1Seoul National University College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea, Republic of, 2Seoul National University Hospital, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

1684 The hMRI toolbox for quantitative imaging and in vivo histology using MRI (hMRI)
Christophe Phillips1, Evelyne Balteau2, Tobias Leutritz3, Antoine Lutti4, Martina Callaghan5, Bogdan Draganski1, Enrico Reimer2, Lars Ruthotto3, Maryam Seif4, Gabriel Ziegler5, Siawoosh Mohammadi3, Karsten Tabelow2
1University of Liège, Liège, Belgium, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3LRECN, DRC - CHUV, University Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland, 4University College London, London, United Kingdom, 5Emory University, Atlanta, GA, 6University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 7Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany, 8Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany, 9Weierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stochastics, Berlin, Germany

1685 Mapping subcortical surface morphology in substance use: An ENIGMA addiction working group study
Yann Chye1, Scott Mackey2, Boris Gutman3, Paul Thompson3, Anne Uhlimann4, Patricia Conrod5, Hugh Garavan6
1Brain and Mental Health Laboratory, Monash University, Melbourne, Australia, 2Department of Psychiatry, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT, 3Imaging Genetics Center, Keck School of Medicine of University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 4Department of Psychiatry and Mental Health, University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa, 5University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada

1686 Fast brain tissue segmentation based on MP2RAGE at 7 T MRI
Uk-Su Choi1, Hirokazu Kawaguchi1, Yuihiro Matsuoka1, Tobias Kober1, Ichiro Kida1
1Center for Information and Neural Networks, NICT, Osaka, Japan, 2Siemens Healthcare K.K., Osaka, Japan, 3Advanced Clinical Imaging Technology, Siemens Healthcare AG, Lausanne, Switzerland

1687 Parcellation of the Human Hippocampus Based on Structural Covariance: A Replication Study
Ruyang Ge1, Paul Kot1, Xiang Liu1, William G. Honer1, Donna Lang2, Fidel Vila-Rodriguez1
1Center for Information and Neural Networks, NICT, Osaka, Japan, 2Siemens Healthcare K.K., Tokyo, Japan

Tuesday, June 18, Wednesday, June 20 and Thursday, June 21
Even numbers: 12:45 – 13:45; Odd numbers: 13:45 – 14:45
**IMAGING METHODS**

Anatomical MRI, continued

---

**1688** Cortical Surface Complexity Changes in Patients with Transient Ischemic Attack

Wei Wei¹, Yulin Song², Yu Han¹, Chengshu Zhou¹, Dan Zhou¹, Fuding Zhang³, Qiming Xue⁴, Jining Liu⁵, Lijuan Zhao⁶, Coirong Zhang⁷, Lingyu Li⁸, Yufeng Zhang⁹, Xijie Xie¹⁰, Yating Lv¹¹

1Institutes of Psychological Sciences, Hangzhou Normal University, Hangzhou, China, 2Department of Neurology, Anshang Changda Hospital, Anshan, China, 3Department of Radiology, the First Affiliated Hospital, Dalian Medical University, Dalian, China, 4Department of Image, Anshang Changda Hospital, Anshan, China, 5Department of Ultrasonics, Anshang Changda Hospital, Anshan, China

**1689** 8-channel multi-transmit system for whole-brain 7 Tesla MRI; what’s the fuss about?

Diederick Staffers¹, Matthias Caan², Steven Scholte³, Serge Dumoulin⁴, Wietse van der Zwaag⁵

1Spinco Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Noord-Holland, 2Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, Noord-Holland, 3University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Noord-Holland

**1690** Classification of Schizophrenic Patients and Healthy Subjects Using Structural MRI

Wasana Edin Arachchi¹, Yannin Peng², Xi Zhang³, Meng Liang²

1Tianjin Medical University, Tianjin, China

**1691** Atypical Sulcal Pattern in Children with 16p11.2 Deletion Syndrome

Banu Ahtam¹, P. Ellen Grant¹, Kiho Im²

1Boston Children’s Hospital/Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA

**1692** Segmentation-driven Total-Variation algorithm for Fetal Brain MRI Reconstruction

Sebastien Tourbier¹, Xavier Bresson², Patric Hagmann³, Simon K. Warfield⁴, Reto Meuli⁵, Ali Gholidour⁶, Meritxell Bach Cuadra⁷

1Department of Radiology, University Hospital of Lausanne (CHUV), Lausanne, Switzerland, 2Data Science and AI Center (DSAIR), Nanyang Technological University (NTU), Singapore, Singapore, 3Children’s Boston Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, United States, 4Medical Image Analysis (MIAL), Centre d’Imagerie BioMédicale, University Hospital of Lausanne (CHUV), Lausanne, Switzerland

**1693** MRTool – a toolbox for the automated processing of magnetic resonance images

Marco Gonzatto¹, Daniele Mantini²

1KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium, 2Oxford University, Oxford, United Kingdom, 3ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

**1694** Cortical Layer Parcellation in the General Population Using Inversion-Recovery MRI

Evi Baratz¹, Otti Tomen², Itti Shamir³, Dor Kaplan⁴, Daniel Barazany⁵, Assaf Horowitz⁶, Maya Faraggi⁷, Yaniv Assaf⁸

1Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel, 2Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel, 3George S. Wise Faculty of Life Sciences, Department of Neurobiology, Tel-Aviv, Israel

**1695** Measuring the periaqueductal gray in people with gender dysphoria and controls using VBM

Rene Seigner¹, Georg Krantz², Andreas Hahn³, Manfred Kleeble⁴, Urike Kaufmann⁵, Allan Hummer⁶, Christian Windschibbeber⁷, Siegfried Kaspar⁸, Rupert Lanzenburg⁹

1Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria, 2Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria, 3Center for Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

**1696** Structural Abnormalities in Early Alcohol Use Disorder Abstinence

Reza Momenan¹, Erica Grodin¹, Nicole Maclvaine¹

1National Institute on Alcohol Use and Alcoholism, Bethesda, MD

**1697** A tool for displaying Freesurfer cortical parcellation-based analysis results in MATLAB

Christopher Adamson¹, Marc Seal²

1Murdock Children’s Research Institute, Parkville, Australia

**1698** Structural Changes of Precuneus/PCC in Premenstrual Syndrome

Ying Wei¹, Peng Liu², Xuejuan Yang³, Jinbo Sun², Wei Qin²

1Life Science Research Center, School of Life Science and Technology, Xi’an University, Xi’an, China, 2Engineering Research Center of Molecular and Neuro Imaging Ministry of Education, School of Life Science and Technology, Xi’an University, Xi’an, China

**1699** Anatomical Differences in patients with Traumatic Brain Injury and Chronic Memory Complaints

Xiaoqian Karg¹, Keith Main¹², Anna-Clare Milazzo¹³, Bernard Ng¹, Salil Somani¹⁴, Jordan Nechvatal¹⁵, Jennifer Kong¹, Stephanie Kolakowsky-Hayner², Ansgar Furst³, J. Wesson Ashford⁴, Maheen Adamson⁵⁶

1Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVIBC), Veterans Affairs Palo Alto Healthcare System, Palo Alto, CA, United States, 2Defense and Veterans Brain Injury, Silver Spring, MD, United States, 3War Related Illness and Injury Study Center, Veterans Affairs Palo Alto Health Care System, Palo Alto, CA, United States, 4Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA, United States, 5Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center; Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, United States, 6Department of Rehabilitation Medicine, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY, United States, 7Department of Neurology and Neurological Sciences, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA, United States, 8Department of Neursurgery, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA, United States

---

Tuesday, June 18, Wednesday, June 20 and Thursday, June 21

Even numbers: 12:45 – 13:45; Odd numbers: 13:45 – 14:45

---

**1700** Multivoxel Pattern Analysis of Structural MRI in Children and Adolescents with Conduct Disorder

Jianing Zhang¹, Mingyu Wang¹, Shuqiao Yao¹, Bingsheng Huang¹

1School of Biomedical Engineering, Health Science Center, Shenzhen University, Shenzhen, China, 2Medical Psychological Institute, Second Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, Changsha, China

**1701** Structural Covariance of Gray Matter Volume in HIV Vertically Infected Adolescents

Jialan Li¹, Lei Guo², Zhi Wen³, Hao Lei³, Fuchun Lin³, Xin Guo³, Guangyao Wu³

1Department of Radiology, Tianjin Medical University Cancer Institute and Hospital; Tianjin Medical U, Tianjin, SD, 2Wuhan University, Wuhan, China, 3Zhangnan Hospital of Wuhan University, Wuhan, China, 4Wuhan Institute of Physics and Mathematics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Wuhan, China, 5State Key Laboratory of Magnetic Resonance and Atomic and Molecular Physics, Wuhan, China, 6Department of Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Zhangnan Hospital, Wuhan University, Wuhan, China

**1702** Neuroplasticity after acute and repeated exposure to oxytocin: a multi-site MRI analysis

Kristoffer Månsson¹,2, Diana Cortes³, Tian Lin³, Marilyn Hort³, Ian Frazier³, Desiree Lussier³, David Fefer³, Håkan Fischer³, Natalie Ebner³,4

1Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden, 2Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden, 3Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden, 4Stockholm university, Stockholm, Sweden, 5University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, 6University of California, San Diego Health, San Diego, United States, 7Institute on Aging, Gainesville, FL

**1703** Validating cerebellar nuclei fibre composition with multiparametric MRI

Fahad Sultan¹, Saba Parween¹, Haicon Mao²

1University Umea, Umeå, Vasterbottens Lan, 2University Tübingen, Tübingen, Deutschland (DEU)

**1704** Gray Matter Alteration Associated with Polygenic Risk Scores for ADHD in Adults

Kuangkui Duan¹, Jiayu Chen², Dongdong Lin³, Vince Calhoun⁴, Wenhao Jiang⁵, Barbara Franke⁶, Jian Buitelaar⁷, Martine Hoogman⁷, Alejandro Arias-Vasquez⁷, Jessica Turner⁷, Jingyu Li⁸

1Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 2The Mind Research Network, Albuquerque, NM, 3Department of Psychology, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, 4Donder’s Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, Netherlands
1705 Replicability and stability of structure-brain-behavior correlations as a behavioral profiling tool
Shahrzad Kharabian Masouleh1, Sarah Genon2, Felix Hoffstaedter1,2, Simon Eickhoff3
1Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine (INM-7), Research Center Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 2Institute for Systems Neuroscience Heinrich-Heine University Duesseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany

1706 Structural Neural Correlates of Wellbeing and Resilience
Justine Gatt1, Karen Burton1, Kylie Routledge1, Katrina Grasby2, Mayuresh Korgaonkar2, Stuart Grieve3, Peter Schofield1, Anthony Harris4, C. Richard Clark2, Leanne Williams3
1Neuroscience Research Australia (NeuRA) and UNSW, Sydney, Australia, 2University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia, 3Queensland Institute of Medical Research, Brisbane, Australia, 4Finders Institute, Adelaide, Australia, 5Stanford University, Stanford, United States

1707 New Anatomical Characterizations of the Posterior Sylvian Fissure using the Human Connectome Project
Zheng Yi Sun1, Denis Rivière1, Clarice Fischer1, Jean-François Mangin2
1UNATI, CEA/DRF/Neurospin, GIF-sur-Yvette, France

1708 Schizophrenia polygenic risk is associated with cortical structure: a multimodal vertexwise analysis
Tnismam Leit1, Stephan Ripke1, Jacob Vogel2, Susanne Erk3, Eva Brandt4, Ilya Veer5, Kristina Otto6, Janina Schweiger7, Heike Tost8, Markus Noethen9, Marcella Rietze10, Franziska Deghendt11, Stephanie Witt12, Andreas Meyer-Lindenberg13, Andreas Heinz14, Henrik Walter15
1Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany, 2Charité Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Berlin, Germany, 3Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Canada, 4Zentrum – Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany, 5Central Institute of Mental Health, Mannheim, Germany, 6Institute of Human Genetics, University Hospital Bonn, Bonn, Germany, 7University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany, 8Charités – Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany

1709 Structural MRI predictors of cognitive decline in multiple sclerosis
Anand Eijlers1, Iris Dekker1, Kim Meijer1, Quinten Van Geest1, Hanneke Hulst1, Martijn Steenwijk1
1VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2Institutes of Neurology and Healthcare Engineering, London, United Kingdom

1710 Sex, Size, and Performance: Callosal Dimensions Correlate with Mental Rotation Ability in Transient Changes in Cortical Thickness During a Season of Collegiate Football
Jillian Fu1, Feng Liu1, Qiaoqiang Li2, Huaigui Liu1, Junping Wang1, Feng Liu2, Gunter Schumann2, Chunshui Yu3, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)4
1Tianjin Medical University General Hospital, Tianjin, China, 2Tianjin University of Commerce, Tianjin, China, 3King’s College London, London, United Kingdom, 4Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative, Washington, United States

1713* Spatiotemporal Neonatal Cortical Surface Atlases Construction from 39 to 44 Weeks Using 764 Subjects
Zhengwang Wu5, Gang Li6, Li Wang7, Wei Lin1, John Gilmore5, Dinggang Shen5
1University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC

1714 Polymetric risk score for depression predict conversion of aMCI by affecting hippocampal volume
Jiyuan Xu1, Wen Qin2, Qiaoqian Li3, Huaigui Liu1, Junping Wang1, Feng Liu2, Gunter Schumann2, Chunshui Yu3, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)4
1Tianjin Medical University General Hospital, Tianjin, China, 2Tianjin University of Commerce, Tianjin, China, 3King’s College London, London, United Kingdom, 4Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative, Washington, United States

1715 A voxel-based study of brain tissue properties in 465 normal elderly adults
Marco Taubert1, Anne Rue2, Elisabeth Roggenhofer3, Lester Melie-Garcia4, Sandrine Muller5, Ferath Kherif6, Antoine Lutr7, Bagdon Draganski8
1OvGU Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany, 2Ludwig-Maximilian University, Department of Psychiatry, Munich, Germany, 3Geneva University Hospital, Geneva, Switzerland, 4LREN, DNC, CHUV, UNIL, Lausanne, Switzerland, 5Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, United States, 6LREN, D - CHUV, University Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland

1716 A fully automated cortical surface extraction pipeline for the macaque
Claude Lepage1, Konrad Wegst2, Jakob Seidlitz3, Caleb Sponheim4, Benjamin Jung5, Adam Messinger5, Alan C. Evans6
1McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 2University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 3NIH/University of Cambridge, Bethesda, MD, 4NIH, Bethesda, MD, 5McGill University, Montreal, Canada

1717 Anatomical Variation of the Sensorimotor Cortices Are Related to Postural Stability
Julia Jaadle7, Timo Nurmi7, Jaakko Vallinoja7,8, Harri Piitulainen9
1Department of Neuroscience and Biomedical Engineering (NBE), Aalto University, Espoo, Finland, 2Aalto Neuroimaging (ANI), Aalto University, Espoo, Finland

1718 Habitud Daily Caffeine Consumption and its Cessation Changes Human Grey Matter Density
Yu-Shuang Lin1,2, Janine Weibel1,3, Hans-Peter Landolt4,5, Francesco Santini6,7, Corrado Garbassa8,9, Martin Mayer2,10, Helen Slawik11,2, Stefan Borgwardt3, Christian Cajochen4,5, Carolin Reichert2,12
1Centre for Chronobiology, Psychiatric University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 2Transfaculty Research Platform Molecular and Cognitive Neurosciences, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 3Neuropsychiatry and Brain Imaging, Psychiatric University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 4Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 5Zürich Center for Interdisciplinary Sleep Research, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 6Radiological Physics, University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 7Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 8Clinical Sleep Laboratory, Psychiatric University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland

1719 Patterns of Co-Alteration in Autism Spectrum Disorder: A Meta-Analytic and Network-Based Approach
Donato Lilija1, Andrea Nani1, Jordi Manuella, Tommaso Costa1, Sergio Duca2, Roberto Keller2, Franco Cauda2
1FOCUS Lab, Department of Psychology, University of Turin, Turin, Italy, 2GCS-IMR, Koelliker Hospital and Department of Psychology, University of Turin, Turin, Italy, 3University of Turin, Department of Psychology, Turin, Italy, 4Adult Autism Centre, DSM Local Health Unit ASLT2, Turin, Italy, Torino, Italy
1720 Structural differences in the occipital lobe in pediatric ADHD
Wenhao Jiang1, Jiayu Chen2, Kuaikui Duan3, Vince Calhoun4, Barbara Frankel5, Jan Bueltelaar6, Martine Hoogman7, Alejandro Arias Vasquez7, Jessica Turner8
1Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, 2The Mind Research Network, Albuquerque, United States, 3The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 4MindLAB, Albuquerque, NM, 5Department of Human Genetics, Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud Universi, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 6Donders Institute, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 7Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 8Department of Psychology, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA

1721 Impact of psychiatric comorbidities on brain connectivity in autism spectrum disorders
Rajesh Kan1, Jose Maximo1
1University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL

1722 Modulation of aggression by prefrontal transcranial direct current stimulation – an fMRI study
Carmen Weidler1, Christina Regenbogen1,2, Lena Hafhansen3, Benjamin Clemens4, Julie Breedly5, Frank Schneider6,7, Ute Habel6
1Department of Psychiatry, Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics, Medical Faculty, RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany, 2JARA-Institute Brain Structure and Function Relationship, Research Center Jülich and RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany, 3Department of Clinical Neuroscience, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden, 4Department of Systems Pharmacology and Translational Therapeutics, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, 5Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine (INM-10), Research Centre Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 6Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine 10, Research Center Jülich, Aachen, Germany, 7JARA-Institute Brain Structure and Function Relationship, Research Center Jülich

1723 Effectiveness of neurostimulation on emotion regulation in criminal offenders
Lena Hafhansen1, Christina Regenbogen1, Carmen Weidler, Ute Habel, Adrian Raine1, Frank Schneider2, Benjamin Clemens1
1Department of Psychiatry, Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics, Medical Faculty, RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany, 2Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine (INM-10), Research Center Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 3Department of Clinical Neuroscience, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden, 4JARA-Institute Brain Structure and Function Relationship, Research Center Jülich and RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany, 5Departments of Criminology, Psychiatry, and Psychology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, United States

1724 Peripheral oxytocin and vasopressin modulates regional brain activity differently in schizophrenia
Siyi Li1, Leah Rubini2, Li Yao1, Su Lui1
1Westchina Hospital, Sichuan University, Chengdu, China, 2Women’s Mental Health Research Program University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, Chicago, IL

1725 Testing the reliability of analytic signal based functional connectomes in resting-state fMRI
Rubin Zhang1, Francesco Cotier1, Tatia Lee1,2
1Laboratory of Neuropsychology and Laboratory of Social Cognitive Affective Neuroscience, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 2The State Key Laboratory of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

1726* Acceleration of Golden Angle-Sampled fMRI Data with Data-Driven Priors and Low-Rank Constraints
Harry Mason1, Karla Miller1, Mark Chiew1
1University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

1727* Distortion-Matched Anatomical Imaging Using Inversion Recovery-Prepared EPI for High-Resolution fMRI
Adnan Shah1, Takashi Ueguchi2, Guoxiang Liu2
1CINet, NICT, Osaka, Japan, 2CINet, NICT, Saitama, Japan, Japan

1728 Structure detection in pseudowords: The role of morphological complexity in visual word recognition
Svetlana Schuster1, Mathias Scharinger2, Colin Brooks1, Aditi Lohin1, Gesa Hartwigsen3
1University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 2Phonetics Research Group, Dept of German Linguistics & Marburg Center for Mind, Brain and Behavior, Marburg, Germany, 3Department of Neuropsychology, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany

1729* Ultra-high-resolution fMRI: a critical assessment
Kendrick Kay1, Keith Jamison2, Luca Vizzioli3, Ruyuan Zhang4, Eshed Margalit4
1University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 2Weill Cornell Medical College, New York City, NY, 3Stanford University, Stanford, CA

1730 BOLD and Pigheaded: Resting State Networks in the Porcine Brain
Robert Austin Bend1, Jose Manzano1, Paula Montesinos2, Javier Sanchez-Gonzalez2, Gonzalo Lopez-Martín3, Stephen Smith2, Eugene Duff4, Borja Ibdaréz1
1Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares Carlos III (CNIC), Madrid, Spain, 2Philips Healthcare Iberia, Madrid, Spain, 3FMRIIB, Wellcome Centre For Integrative Neuroimaging, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 4Institute of Psychology, Department of Paediatrics, Oxford, United Kingdom

1731* Evolving experience: Intrinsic connectivity, creativity, & intelligence predict dynamics of thought
Adam Turnbull1, Hoo-Ting Wang1, Charlotte Murphy1, Daniel Margulies1, Beth Jefferies1, Jonathan Smallwood1
1University of York, York, United Kingdom, 2University of York, York, 3Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 4University of York, Heslington, United Kingdom

1732* Cardiovascular response is phase-shifted while respiratory response has a fixed polarity in rs-fMRI
Wanyong Shin1, Catherine Koenig1, Mark Lowe1
1Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH

1733* FMRI Constrained Source Analysis on Stimulus-Preceding Negativity before Face, Word and Symbol
Yasunori Katani1, Yoshihito Ohgami2, Nobukiyo Yoshida2, Akira Kunimatsu3, Shigeru Kiryu2, Yusuke Inoue4
1Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan, 2The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan, 3International University of Health and Welfare, Ohtawara, Japan, 4Kitasato University, Sagamihara, Japan

1734 Functional Reorganization of the Right Cerebellum VI in dyslexic Readers
Hehui Li1, Na Wei1, Xiaoxia Feng2, Manli Zhang3, Xiuju Yang1, Yue Gao1, Xiangzhi Meng1, Guosheng Ding1
1Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 2Peking University, Beijing, China

1735* Resting-state white matter-cortical connectivity in non-human primate brain
Tung-Lin Wu1, Feng Wang1, Muwei Li1, Kurt Schilling2, Yurui Gao3, Adam Anderson1, Li Min Chen1, Zhaohua Ding1, John Gore1
1Vanderbilt University Institute of Imaging Science, Nashville, TN, United States
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1736</td>
<td>Dynamic Reconfiguration of Functional Brain Networks in aMCI Patients</td>
<td>Qiuning Li1,2, Xuetong Wang1,2, Ying Han1,2, Shuyu Li1,2</td>
<td>School of Biological Science &amp; Medical Engineering, Beihang University, Beijing, China, 2Beijing Advanced Innovation Centre for Biomedical Engineering, Beihang University, Beijing, China, 3Xuanwu Hospital of Capital Medical University, Beijing, China, 4Center of Alzheimer’s Disease, Beijing Institute for Brain Disorders, Beijing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1737</td>
<td>Test-Retest Reliability of Task-evoked, Resting-state BOLD and Cerebral Blood Flow Measures</td>
<td>Stefan Hojjati1, Fabio Sambataro2, Cécile Luzy3, Gérard Greiff4, Neena Sarkar1, Remco Renkens1, Jan-Bernard Marsman5, Scott Scholtes1, Alessandro Bertolino1, Juergen Dukart1, 2F. Hoffmann-La Roche, Roche Innovation Center Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 3Section Neuroimaging Center, Department of Neuroscience, University Medical Center Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1738</td>
<td>MIRI137 Gene Polymorphism Is Associated with Neural Activation of the Posterior Cingulate Cortex</td>
<td>Zhifang Zhang1, Qiumei Zhang2, Wan Zhao3, Xiongying Chen4, Jun Li5</td>
<td>Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 2State Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning &amp; IDG/McGovern Institute for Brain Resea, Beijing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1739</td>
<td>Predicting Fusiform Face Area Activity Using Brain Surface Decoding</td>
<td>Annah Eltaher1,2, Mark Tenzer1, Jonathan Lismisk1, Stephen LaConte1,2</td>
<td>Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute, Roanoke, VA, 2Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1740</td>
<td>Flashing light therapy against photophobia in migraine – an fMRI study</td>
<td>Tuna Stefan Aslan1, Stefan Seidel1, Ahmad Amini2, Maike Manecke2, Anna Szelenyi2, Eva Matt2, Paul R. Martin3, Christian Wöber3, Roland Beisteiner3</td>
<td>1Medical University of Vienna/Department of Neurology, Clinical fMRI Study Group-High Field MR Center, Vienna, Austria, 2Medical University of Vienna/Department of Neurology, Vienna, Austria, 3Griffith University, School of Applied Psychology, Brisbane, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1741</td>
<td>The design matters: How to detect neuronal correlates of baby body odors</td>
<td>Laura Donners1, Thomas Hummel1, Ilona Croy2</td>
<td>1Department of Psychosomatics, Technical University Dresden, Dresden, Germany, 2Smell and Taste Clinic, Department of ORI, Technical University Dresden, Dresden, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1742</td>
<td>Low-Acoustic-Noise DTI and fMRI with Compact 3T MRI and Sinusoidal Gradients</td>
<td>Ek Tari1, David Jones1, Myung-Ho In2, Christopher Hardy2, Yihe Hua2, Radhika Madhavan3, Matt Bernstein4, John Huston4, Thomas Paul5</td>
<td>1GE Global Research, Niskayuna, NY, 2Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, 3GE Global Research, Bangalore, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1743</td>
<td>Catastrophizing in Chronic Low Back Pain is associated to altered cerebral processing: an fMRI study</td>
<td>Liliana Jorge1, Liana Rocha2, Antonio Cruz Jr1, Pedro Paulo Oliveira Jr1, Edson Amaro Jr1</td>
<td>1Instituto de Radiologia HCFMUSP, São Paulo, Brazil, 2Instituto do Cérebro, São Paulo, Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1744</td>
<td>A proof-of-concept study of an efficient S1 tactile paradigm suitable for clinical application</td>
<td>Audrey P. Wong1,2, Zoey Isherwood1, James McAuley1, Caroline Rae1, Mark Schirra2, Lysia Demetriou1,2, Ekaterina Shatalina5, Matthew Wall2</td>
<td>1Neuromed Research University, Sidney, Australia, 2Australian Catholic University, Sydney, Australia, 3University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia, 4University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1745</td>
<td>Self-construct priming modulates oxytocin effects on ACC activity during self-reflection</td>
<td>Shihui Han1, Yi Liu2</td>
<td>1Peking University, Beijing, Beijing, 2Peking University, Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1746</td>
<td>The effects of COMT Val158Met polymorphism on brain activity during working memory in old age</td>
<td>Jailing Fan1, Caishui Yang1, Jing Pei2, Zhanjun Zhang2</td>
<td>1State Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1747</td>
<td>Ability to Modulate Left Frontal Activation Is Associated with Switch Performance in the Middle-aged</td>
<td>Meng-Tien Wu2,3, Pei-Fang Tang1,2, Nai-Chi Chen1,2, Joshua Goh1,2, Tai-Liu Chou1,2, Yun-Chin Hsu1, Wen-Yih Tseng3</td>
<td>1School and Graduate Institute of Physical Therapy, College of Medicine, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 2Department of Long-Term Care, Yonghe Cardinal Tien Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, 3Graduate Institute of Brain and Mind Sciences, College of Medicine, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 4Neurobiology and Cognitive Science Center, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 5Department of Psychology, College of Science, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 6Institute of Medical Device and Imaging, College of Medicine, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1748</td>
<td>Spatio-temporal regularity in mapping sequences sharpens population receptive field estimates</td>
<td>Elisa Infantti1, D. Samuel Schwarzkopf2</td>
<td>1UCL, London, United Kingdom, 2University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1749</td>
<td>Identifying spinal correlates of upper-limb movements using fMRI</td>
<td>Nawal Kinary1, Elvira Pirendini1, Roberto Martuzzi2, Loan Mattara1, Silvestro Miceri3, Dimitri Van De Ville4</td>
<td>1EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland, 3FCBG, Geneva, Switzerland, 4EPFL, Geneva, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1750</td>
<td>An evaluation of short-TR multiband sequences and noise reduction pre-processing methods for fMRI</td>
<td>Lysia Demetriou1, Ekaterina Shatalina2, Matthew Wail3</td>
<td>1Imperial College London, London, London, City of, 2Inviso London, London, United Kingdom, 3Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1751</td>
<td>fMRI hemodynamic response function is sensitive to brain pathology and interventional treatment</td>
<td>Rangaprakash Deshpande1, Reza Tadayonnejad2, Gopikrishna Deshpande2, Joseph O’Neill2, Jamie Feusner1</td>
<td>1University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, 2Auburn University, Auburn, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1752</td>
<td>’H MRS glutamate can be approximated from fMRI hemodynamic response function</td>
<td>Rangaprakash Deshpande1, Gopikrishna Deshpande2, Reza Tadayonnejad2, Joseph O’Neill2, Jamie Feusner1</td>
<td>1University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, 2Auburn University, Auburn, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1753</td>
<td>BOLD fMRI responses for patients with AVMs or GBMs</td>
<td>Bob Hou1, Sanjay Bhatai1, Jeffrey Carpenter1</td>
<td>1WVU, Morgantown, WV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1754</td>
<td>Spinal cord contribution to long-term motor skill learning</td>
<td>Ali Khatibi1,2, Shahabeddin Vahdat1, Ovidiu Lungu2, Chadi Ceyou2, Jurgen Finsterbusch3, Veronique Marchand-Pauvert3, Julien Cohen-Adad3, Habib Benali4,5, Julien Doyon2,3</td>
<td>1BIC, MNI, McGill University, Montreal, Canada, 2UNF, CIUHM, University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada, 3Neurology Department, Stanford University, Stanford, US, 4Psychiatry Department, University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada, 5University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany, 6INSERM, Paris, France, 7Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal, Montreal, Canada, 8Concordia University, PERFORM Center, Montreal, Canada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1755 Contributions of alexithymia and autism to the pain empathic response – a dimensional approach
Jialin Li1, Lei Xu2, Xiaoxiao Zheng3, Meina Fu4, Kesthuang Li5, Keith Kendrick6, Benjamin Becker2
1University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, China, 2University of Electronic Science & Technology of China, Chengdu, China

1756 Functional Connectivity between Putamen and Primary Motor Cortices for Two Finger Movement Tasks
Xinpeng Deng1, Hongxia Wang2, Zijian Feng1, Yufeng Zang2, Jue Wang1
1Center for Cognition and Brain Disorders, Institutes of Psychological Science, Hangzhou Normal University, Hangzhou, China

1757 Effects of Serotonin and Dopamine Depletion on Neural Prediction Error Computation
Anna-Lena Frey1, Ciara McCabe1
1University of Reading, Reading, United Kingdom

1758 Mapping color-selective columns in V2 across cortical depth using GE-EPI and SE-EPI
Daniel Haenelt1, Robert Trampel1, Shahin Nasr2, a, Jonathan Polimeni2, a, Roger Tootell2, a, Martin Sereno4, Nikolaus Weiskopf1
1Department of Neurophysysics, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 2Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Charlestown, MA, 3Department of Radiology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, 4Department of Psychology, College of Sciences, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA

1759 Functional organisation along the hippocampal longitudinal axis predicts recollection
Izabela Przezdzik1, a, Myrthe Faber1, a, Koen Haak1, a, Andre Marquand1, a, Guillen Fernandez1, a, Christian Beckmann1, a
1Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging, Radboud Univ, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 2Radboud University Medical Centre, Department of Cognitive Neuroscience, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 3Oxford Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain (FMRIB), University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

1760 The Impact of Blast Exposure and the Ameliorating Effect of a Collar Device: An fMRI study
Wei-Tang Chang1, Kelly Giovanello1, Weili Lin1, Weihong Yuan1, Kim Barber Foss1, Thomas Staci1, Ryan Galloway1, Christopher DiCesare1, Jonathan the Brain (FMRIB), University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

1761 Ultrahigh-resolution fMRI reveals distinct brain-wide networks of different hippocampal subfields
Xing Qian1,2, Michael Chee3,4, Tih-Shih Lee5, Choon Guan Lim6,7, Juan Zhou8
1Duke-NUS medical school, National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, 2NYU Child Study Center, NYU Langone Medical Center, New York City, United States, 3Department of Psychology, University of Miami, Miami, United States, 4Duke-NUS Medical School, Singapore, Singapore, 5Duke-National University of Singapore Graduate Medical School, Singapore, Singapore, 6Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Institute of Mental Health, Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, 7Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Institute of Mental Health, Singapore, Singapore, 8Duke-National University of Singapore Medical School, Singapore, Singapore

1762 Localization and spatial scales of the “pain-selective” brain activities in the human using fMRI
Qian Su1, Wen Qin1, Dongyue Li1, Sijia Wang1, Chunshui Yu1, Meng Liang1
1Tianjin Medical University, Tianjin, China, 2Tianjin Medical University General Hospital, Tianjin, China

1763 Resting State Functional Reorganization after Self-regulation of M1 Activity Using Real-time fMRI
Meena M. Makary1, a, Seulgi Eun2, Kyungmo Park2
1Systems and Biomedical Engineering Department, Cairo University, Giza 12613, Egypt, 2Biomedical Engineering Department, Kyung Hee University, Yongin, Korea, Republic of Korea
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**IMAGING METHODS**

Tuesday, June 18, Wednesday, June 20 and Thursday, June 21
Even numbers: 12:45 – 13:45; Odd numbers: 13:45 – 14:45
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1University of California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, 2University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 3Institut Pasteur, Paris, France, 4McGill University, Montréal, Quebec

2005 The RfMRI Maps Project: Towards a Big Data of Brain Connectome across a Wide Variety of Individuals
Chao-Gan Yan1, Xiao Chen1, Bin Lu1, Hui-Xia Zou1, Xi-Nian Zuo1, Zang Yu-Feng2
1Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China, 2Hangzhou Normal University, Hangzhou, China

2006 Share your Brain, Valencia region initiative
Maria de la Iglesio-Vaya1,2,3, Gonzalo Rojas1, Joaquin Angel Montiel1, Jose Manuel Saborit Torres1, John Jairo Saenz1, Marcelo Galvez1
1Unidad mixta FISABIO & Prince Felipe Research Cent, Valencia, Valencia, 2Regional Ministry of Health in Valencia, (CEIB-CSUSP), Valencia, Spain, 3Hospital Sagunto, Valencia, Spain, 4Clinica las Condes, Santiago, Chile, 5Regional Ministry of Health in Valencia, Valencia, Spain, 6Regional Ministry of Health in Valencia, (CEIB-CSUSP), Valencia, Spain, 7FISABIO, Valencia, Spain, 8Department of Radiology, Clinica Las Condes, Santiago de Chile, Chile

2007 Development of an Ontology for the INCF Neuroimaging Data Model (NIDM)
Karl Helmer1, David Keator1, Tibor Auer2, Saratjit Ghosh3, Camille Maumet4, Thomas Nichols5, Smriti Padhy6, Jean-Baptiste Poline7
1McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience, Montreal, Quebec, 2McGill for Centre for Integrative Neurosciences (MCIN), Montreal, Quebec, 3McGill University and University of California at Berkeley, Montréal, Quebec, 4McGill University and University of California at Berkeley, Montréal, Quebec, 5Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cambridge, MA, 6INRIA, Rennes, France, 7University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

2008 Deep learning to automatically identify the brain MRI contrast: implications for large databases
Ricardo Pizarro1, Haz-Edine Assemri1, Dante De Nigris2, Colm Elliott2, Samson Antel2, Douglas Arnold1, Amir Shmuel
1McGill University, Montréal, Canada, 2NeuroRx Research, Montréal, Canada

2009 LONI-QC, Web-based system for quality control of neuroimaging data: Part 1 - Design and workflow
Hosung Kim1, Andrei Irimia1, Samuel Hobel1, Mher PogosyanPetros1, Haoteng Tang1, Rita I. Esquivel Castelo Blanco1, Ben A. Duffy2, Lu Zhaoli3, Soo-Kei Liew4, Kristi Clark5, Meng Law6, Pratik Mukherjee7, John D. van Horn9, Arthur Toga10
1University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 2University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 3Laboratory of Neuro Imaging, USC Mark and Mary Stevens Neuroimaging and Informatics Institute,Unive, Los Angeles, United States, 4USC Mark and Mary Stevens Neuroimaging and Informatics Institute, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, United States, 5University of Southern California, Los Angeles, United States, 6USC Mark and Mary Stevens Neuroimaging and Informatics Institute, University of Southern California, CA, United States, 7Laboratory of Neuro Imaging (LONI), Stevens Neuroimaging and Informatics Institute of USC, Los Angeles, CA, 8UCSF, San Francisco, United States, 9USC Institute of Neuroimaging and Informatics, Los Angeles, CA, 10Keck School of Medicine of University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, Los Angeles, CA

2010 Stanford Adolescent Medicine of Depression and Anxiety Consortium:preliminary Resting-State results
Clemens Bauer1, Viviana Siless2, Jonathan Wang3, Mathias Goncalves1, Isabelle Frosh4, Nicholas Hubbard5, Genesis Vergara6, Kristina Conroy7, Flavia Vaz De Souza8, Isabelle Rosso9, Dina Hirschfeld-Becker10, Aude Henin11, Stefan Hofmann12, Diego Pizzagalli13, Satrijat Ghosh14, Randy Auerbach15, Anastasia Yendiki16, John Gabriel17, Susan Whittfield-Gabrieli18, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, 2Athinoulia A. Martinos Center. Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, 3McLean Hospital - Harvard Medical School, Belmont, United States, 4Boston University, Boston, United States, 5Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, United States, 6USC Mark and Mary Stevens Neuroimaging and Informatics Institute, University of Southern California, CA, United States, 7Boston, University, Boston, MA, 8Kharkevich Institute for Information Transmission Problems, Moscow, Russian Federation, 9McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 10McGill University and University of California at Berkeley, Montréal, Quebec, 11McGill University and University of California at Berkeley, Montréal, Quebec, 12Stanford University, Stanford, United States, 13University of California, Los Angeles, United States

2011 Pybids: Python tools for manipulation and analysis of BIDS datasets
Tai Yarkoni1, Alejandro de la Vega2, Elizabeth DuPre3, Oscar Esteban4, Yaroslav Halchenko5, Michael Hanke6, Valerie Hayot-Sasson7, Alexander Ivanov8, Gregory Kiar9, Christopher Markiewicz10, Quinten McNamara11, Dmitry Petrov12, Jean-Baptiste Poline13, Russell Poldrack14, Kyrzysztof Gorgolewski15, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, 2University of Texas Austin, Austin, TX, 3Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 4Stanford University, Stanford, CA, 5Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, 6Otto-von-Guericke-University, Magdeburg, Germany, 7Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec, 8Kharkevich Institute for Information Transmission Problems, Moscow, Russian Federation, 9McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 10University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, 11McGill University and University of California at Berkeley, Montréal, Quebec, 12Stanford University, Stanford, United States, 13McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience, Montreal, Quebec, 14McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 15University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock, AR, 16Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY, 17University of Arkansas Medical Center, Little Rock, AR, 18Emory University, Atlanta, GA

2012 The MNI Open Science Ecosystem: Interoperability and APIs for sharing data and pipelines
Samir Das1, Shawn Brown2, Jean-Baptiste Poline3, Tristan Glardon4, Pierre Rioux5, Vladimir S. Fonov5, Carolina Mokwowski6, Alan C Evans7,8,9
1McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience, Montreal, Quebec, 2McGill University, Montréal, Quebec, 3McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience (MCIN), Montreal, Quebec, 4McGill University and University of California at Berkeley, Montréal, Quebec, 5McGill University, Montréal, Canada, 6McGill University, Montréal, QC, 7McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience, Montreal, Quebec, 8Montreal Neurological Institute, N/A, 9McGill University

2013 PRISM: Neuroinformatics Architecture to Support Research Reproducibility and Data Publication
Fred Prior1, Lawrence Tarbox2, Taisin Kurc3, Linda Larson-Prior4, Ashish Sharma5, Joel Saltz6, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock, AR, 2Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY, 3University of Arkansas Medical Center, Little Rock, AR, 4Emory University, Atlanta, GA
**Workflows**

2034 AFNI preprocessing BIDS App with in browser quality control
  Dylan Nielsen1, Richard Reynolds3, Oscar Esteban1, Anisha Keshavan4, John Lee3, Krzysztof Gorgolewski3, Adam Thomas3, Robert Cox3
  Data Science and Sharing Team, National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD, 1Scientific and Statistical Computing Core, National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD, 2Stanford University, Stanford, CA, 3University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 4NIMH, Bethesda, MD

2035 FMriprep: Building a Robust Preprocessing Pipeline for fMRI
  Christopher Mastekiewicz2, Oscar Esteban1, Felong Ma2, James Kent1, Anibal Heinfeld2, Mathias Goncalves2, Russell Poldrack1, Krzysztof Gorgolewski3
  Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA, 2Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, USA, United States, 3University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, United States, 4Independent Researcher, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, 5MIT, Cambridge, MA, United States

2036 ROAST, a free, fully-automated pipeline for realistic TES simulation based on volumetric approach
  Yu Huang1, Abhishek Datta1, Marom Bikson1, Lucas Parra1
  The City College of New York, New York, NY, 2Soterix Medical Inc., New York, NY

2037 Cloowr: a micro-service model for scalable, reproducible, and accessible neuroinformatics
  Gregory Kiar1, Tristan Glatard2, Shawn Brown1, Alan C. Evans1
  McGill University, Montreal, Canada, 1Concordia University, Montreal, Canada

2038 BFP: BrainSuite fMRI Pipeline
  Anand Joshi1, Dakorai McCoy1, Minqi Chang1, Jian Li1, Soyoung Choi1, Richard Leahy1
  University of Southern California, Los Angeles, United States, 2UCLA, Los Angeles, United States

2039 In-lab pre-registration: time-locking of study plans and hypotheses without preliminary review
  Matan Mazor1, Noam Mazor1, Roy Mukame1
  University College London, London, United Kingdom, 2Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

2040 A Pipeline for the Analysis of 18F-FDG PET Data on the Cortical Surface and its Evaluation on ADNI
  Arnaud Marcoux2,3, Ninon Burgos2,3, Anne Bertrand2,3,4, Alexandre Routier5, Junhao Wen2, Jorge Samper-González2,4, Simona Bottani2, Stanley Durrleman2, Marie-Odile Habert6,7,8
  Inria Paris, Aramis project-team, Paris, France, 2Sorbonne Université, Inserm, CNRS, Institut du cerveau et la moelle (ICM), Paris, France, 3Sorbonne Université, Inserm, CNRS, Institut du cerveau et la moelle (ICM), AP-HP, Paris, France, 4AP-HP, Saint-Antoine Hospital, Department of Radiology, Paris, France, 5Sorbonne Université, Inserm, CNRS, Institut du cerveau et la moelle (ICM), FrontLab, Paris, France, 6AP-HP, Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière, Department of Nuclear Medicine, Paris, France, 7Laboratoire d’Imagerie Biomédicale, Sorbonne Universités, UPMC Univ Paris 06, Inserm U 1146, CNRS UMR 7371, Paris, France, 8AP-HP, Departments of Neuroradiology and Neurology, Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, Paris, France

2041 GRETNA 2.0.0 and BrainNet Viewer 1.6:1: Toolkits for Brain Network Analysis and Visualization
  Minqiu Xia1,2,3, Jinhui Wang1,4,5, Xindi Wang1,2,3, Xuhong Liao1,2,3, Jin Li4,2,3, Hao Wang4, Alan C. Evans5,6,7, Yang He8,9
  National Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 2Beijing Key Laboratory of Brain Imaging and Connectomics, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 3IDG/McGovern Institute for Brain Research, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 4Center for Cognition and Brain Disorders, Hangzhou Normal University, Hangzhou, China, 5Zhejiang Key Laboratory for Research in Assessment of Cognitive Impairments, Hangzhou, China, 6McConnell Brain Imaging Center, Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Canada

2042 Neuroimaging Analysis (NiAnalysis): Python package for archive-centric analysis of neuroimaging data
  Thomas Close1, Phillip Ward2,3, Francesco Storazzini1, Zhaolin Chen4, Gary Egan2,3,4
  Monash Biomedical Imaging, Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 2Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for Integrative Brain Function, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 3Monash Institute of Cognitive and Clinical Neurosciences, Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 4Department of Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering, Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

2043 Using a Multi-Petaflop Supercomputer for Pushing Neuroimaging Analytics to the Next Level
  Jan Schreiber1, Felix Hoffstaedter2,3, Rajalekshmi Deepu1, Boris Orth1, Thomas Lippert1, Katrin Amunts2,3, Simon Eickhoff2,3, Svenja Caspers1,4,5
  1Research Centre Jülich, INM-1, Jülich, Germany, 2Research Centre Jülich, INM-7, Jülich, Germany, 3Institute for Systems Neuroscience, Medical Faculty, Heinrich-Heine-University Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany, 4Institute for Advanced Simulation, Jülich Supercomputing Centre, Research Centre Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 5Jülich Supercomputing Centre, Research Centre Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 6, 7JARA-BRAIN, Jülich-Aachen Research Alliance, Jülich, Germany

2044 FreeROI: A Comprehensive Toolbox for Region of Interest Delineation and Edit
  Xiuyu Chen1, Lijie Huang1, Zetian Yang1, Taiycheng Huang1, Jian Jiang1, Hoo Hao Bai1, Qinjin Li1, Zonglei Zhen1, Jia Liu2
  1State Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning & IDG/McGovern Institute for Brain Research, Faculty of Psychology, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 2Beijing Key Laboratory of Applied Experimental Psychology, National Demonstration Center for Experimental Psychology Education, Faculty of Psychology, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China

2045 Distributed deadline computing for real-time brain imaging analysis
  Daniel Suo1, J Hutchinson1, Megan deBettencourt1, Anne Menner1, Yida Wang1, Theodor Wilke1, Nicholas Turk-Browne1, Kenneth Norman1, Jonathan Cohen1, Kai Li1, Grant Wallace1, Mihai Capota1
  1Princeton University, Princeton, United States, 2Northeastern University, Boston, MA, 3University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, 4Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, 5Amazon, Santa Clara, CA, 6Intel Corporation, Portland, OR, 7Yale University, New Haven, CT

2046 YODA: YODA’s organigram on data analysis
  Michael Hanke1, Matteo Visconti di Oleggio Castello1, Kyle Meyer1, Benjamin Poldrack2, Yaroslav Halchenko3
  1Otto-von-Guericke-University, Magdeburg, Germany, 2Center for Behavioral Brain Sciences, Magdeburg, Germany, 3Dartmouth College, Hanover, United States, 4Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, 5Otto-von-Guericke-Universität, Magdeburg, Germany

2047 Imaging and Behavioural Quality Control Modules in LORIS
  Leigh Macintyre1, Liza Levits1, Leo Thomas1, Samir Das1, Meagan Evans1, David MacFarlane1, Alan C Evans2
  1McGill, Montreal, Canada, 2McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 3McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience, Montreal, Quebec, 4McGill University, Montreal, Quebec

2048 Clinica: an open source software platform for reproducible clinical neuroscience studies
  Alexandre Routier1, Jérémy Guillot1,2, Ninon Burgos3,4, Jorge Samper-González2,3, Junhao Wen2, Jorge Amunts1,2, Sabrina Fontanello1,3, Simona Bottani2,3, Thomas Jacquemont4,5, Arnaud Marcoux1, Pietro Gorii1,5, Pascal Lu1, Tristan Moreau1,3, Michael Bacci1,3, Stanley Durrleman2, Olivier Colliot3,8
  Inria Paris, Aramis project-team, Paris, France, 2Sorbonne Université, Inserm, CNRS, Institut du Cerveau et la Moelle épinière (ICM), FrontLab, Paris, France, 3Sorbonne Université, Inserm, CNRS, Institut du Cerveau et la Moelle épinière (ICM), Paris, France, 4AP-HP, Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière, Department of Nuclear Medicine, Paris, France, 5Laboratoire d’Imagerie Biomédicale, Sorbonne Universités, UPMC Univ Paris 06, Inserm U 1146, CNRS UMR 7371, Paris, France, 6AP-HP, Departments of Neuroradiology and Neurology, Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, Paris, France, 7Yale University, New Haven, CT, 8Sorbonne Université, Inserm, CNRS, Institut du Cerveau et la Moëlle épinière (ICM), FrontLab, Paris, France, 9Sorbonne Université, Inserm, CNRS, Institut du Cerveau et la Moëlle épinière (ICM), Paris, France, 10AP-HP, Departments of Neuroradiology and Neurology, Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, Paris, France

To view full abstract text and ePosters, visit www5.aevolution.com/hbm1801

**Tuesday, June 18, Wednesday, June 20 and Thursday, June 21**
Even numbers: 12:45 – 13:45; Odd numbers: 13:45 – 14:45
2050 PIVT: A Platform Independent Visualization Tool
Armin Taheri1, Jonathan Lurie2, Rida Abou-Haidar2, Shawn Brown1, Samir Das2, Andrew Doyle2, Najme Khalli-Mahani3, Gregory Kiar1, Penelope Kostopoulos4, Claude Lepage1, Lindsay Lewis5, Carolina Makowski6, Christine Rogers5, Paule Toussaint7, Alan C. Evans8
1McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience, Montreal, Quebec, 2McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience, Montreal, Quebec, 3McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience, Montreal, Quebec, 4McGill Centre for Integrative Neuroscience (MCIN), Montreal, Quebec, 5Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Quebec, 6McGill University / Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec, 7McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 8McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 9McGill University, Montreal, QC, 10McGill Neurological Institute, Montreal, QC, 11McGill University, Montreal, Canada

2051 Introducing a BIDS-compliant multi-echo fMRI preprocessing pipeline
Elizabeth DuPre1, Prantik Kundu1, Oscar Esteban2, R. Nathan Spreng3
1Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 2Mount Sinai Hospital, New York City, NY, 3Stanford University, Stanford, CA

2052 Numerical error propagation in the HCP structural pre-processing pipelines
Ali Salari1, Loet Scaria1, Gregory Kiar1, Tristan Glatard1
1Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 2McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

2053 BrainSuite Workflow and Quality Control System
JASON WONG1, DAVID SHATTUCK1
1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2054 Sim: An Apache Spark-based pipeline framework for neuroimaging
Valerie Hayet-Sassoni1, Yongping Gao1, Loet Scaria1, Tristan Glatard1
1Concordia University, Montreal, Canada

2055 A Framework for Reproducible Evaluation of Geometric Inhomogeneity in Magnetic Resonance Images
Patrick Park1, Terry Peters1, Ali Khan1,2,3,4, Jonathan Lau1,4
1Western University, London, Canada, 2Department of Medical Biophysics, Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, London, Canada, 3Brain and Mind Institute, London, Canada, 4Co-senior authors: contributed equally to the supervision of this study, London, Canada

2056 EECoG-Comp: An Open Source Platform for Concurrent EEG/ECoG Comparisons
QING WANG1, PEDRO VALDES-HERNANDEZ2, PEDRO VALDES-SASA3
1The Clinical Hospital of Chengdu Brain Science Institute/Cuban Neuroscience Center, Chengdu, China, 2Florida, Miami, FL

2057 A tailored functional MRI derived atlas: a potential tool for mapping brains with large lesions
Ahmed Radwan1, Jeroen Blommaert2, Lisa Maileux1, Cristina Simon-Martinez1, Katrijn Klingels1, Els Orbius1, Hilde Feys2, Stefan Sunaert1
1KU Leuven, Department of Imaging and Pathology, Leuven, Belgium, 2KU Leuven, Department of Gynecological Oncology, Leuven, Belgium, 3KU Leuven, Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, Leuven, Belgium, 4KU Leuven, Department of Development and Regeneration, Leuven, Belgium

2058 Application for Rapid Prototyping of GPU-accelerated Parallel Imaging Algorithms
Jean-Gerd Tenbergen1, Patrick Schiffner1, Julia Kramer2
1University of Münster, Münster, Germany, 2University Hospital Münster, Münster, Germany

2059 BrainSuite BIDS-App: a Containerized Version of the BrainSuite Processing Pipelines
YEUN KIM1, JASON WONG1, DAVID SHATTUCK1
1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2060 Preprocessing of ultra-high resolution multi-parametric maps
1Department of Neurology and Psychiatry, University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam, Sfinoza Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 4Department of Neurophysics, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 5University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany

LANGUAGE

2061 Functional Networks in Second Language word Learning: Impact of Learning Phase and Language Distance
Ledan Ghazi Saidi1, Ana Ines Ansaldo2
1University of Nebraska at Kearney, Kearney, NE, 2University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada

2062 Neural underpinning of the Japanese case particle processing on non-native speakers
Chise Kasari1, Motofumi Sumiyar1, Takahiko Koke1, Takaoki Yoshimoto1, Aoki Nooya2, Norhiro Sadoato2
1Gifu University, Gifu, Japan, 2National Institute for Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan, 3Department of System Neuroscience, National Institute for Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan, 4National Institute for Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan

2063 The Effects of L2 Fast-rate Listening Training Combined with Transcript Reading and Brain Activity
Mayumi Kajiura1, Hyojeon Jeong2, Natasha Kawata1, Shaojun Yu1, Toru Kinoshita1, Ryuta Kawashima1, Motaoki Sugiuara1
1Graduate School of International Cultural Studies, Tohoku University, Sendai, Miyagi, Japan, 2IDAC, Tohoku University, Sendai, Miyagi, 3Graduate School of Humanities, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Aichi

2064 Gray matter structural covariance changes during language comprehension development
Ting Qi1, Gessa Schaadt1, Michael Skeide2, Indra Kraff1, Jens Brauer1, Rodjo Vissiennon1, Riccardo Cafiero1, Angela Friederici1
1Department of Neuropsychology, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany

2065 Differences in neural activity between average readers and dyslexics during reading tasks
Noor Al Dahhan1, John Kirby1, Donald Brien1, Rina Gupta2, Allyson Harrison1, Douglas Munoz1
1Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario

2066 Individual Differences in Cognitive Abilities Correlate with Brain White Matter in Young Children
Clara Eckardt1, Clara Künn1, Alfred Anwander1, Jens Brauer1, Angela Friederici1
1Department of Neuropsychology, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany

2067 Music training facilitated Chinese speakers’ brain response to English letter-sound integration
Yeun Kim1, JASON WONG1, DAVID SHATTUCK1
1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2068 Differences in neural activity between average readers and dyslexics during reading tasks
Noor Al Dahhan1, John Kirby1, Donald Brien1, Rina Gupta2, Allyson Harrison1, Douglas Munoz1
1Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario

2069 BrainSuite BIDS-App: a Containerized Version of the BrainSuite Processing Pipelines
YEUN KIM1, JASON WONG1, DAVID SHATTUCK1
1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2070 Preprocessing of ultra-high resolution multi-parametric maps
1Department of Neurology and Psychiatry, University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam, Sfinoza Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 4Department of Neurophysics, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 5University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany

2071 BrainSuite BIDS-App: a Containerized Version of the BrainSuite Processing Pipelines
YEUN KIM1, JASON WONG1, DAVID SHATTUCK1
1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2072 Preprocessing of ultra-high resolution multi-parametric maps
1Department of Neurology and Psychiatry, University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam, Sfinoza Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 4Department of Neurophysics, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 5University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany

2073 BrainSuite BIDS-App: a Containerized Version of the BrainSuite Processing Pipelines
YEUN KIM1, JASON WONG1, DAVID SHATTUCK1
1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2074 Preprocessing of ultra-high resolution multi-parametric maps
1Department of Neurology and Psychiatry, University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam, Sfinoza Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 4Department of Neurophysics, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 5University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany

2075 BrainSuite BIDS-App: a Containerized Version of the BrainSuite Processing Pipelines
YEUN KIM1, JASON WONG1, DAVID SHATTUCK1
1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2076 Preprocessing of ultra-high resolution multi-parametric maps
1Department of Neurology and Psychiatry, University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam, Sfinoza Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 4Department of Neurophysics, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 5University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany

2077 BrainSuite BIDS-App: a Containerized Version of the BrainSuite Processing Pipelines
YEUN KIM1, JASON WONG1, DAVID SHATTUCK1
1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2078 Preprocessing of ultra-high resolution multi-parametric maps
1Department of Neurology and Psychiatry, University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam, Sfinoza Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 4Department of Neurophysics, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 5University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany

YEUN KIM1, JASON WONG1, DAVID SHATTUCK1
1UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2080 Preprocessing of ultra-high resolution multi-parametric maps
1Department of Neurology and Psychiatry, University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam, Sfinoza Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 4Department of Neurophysics, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 5University Hospital Jena, Jena, Germany
### Language Acquisition, continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Affiliations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2068</strong> The journey is the reward: Neuronal developmental changes of language processing</td>
<td>Sonja Ross, Manfred Gugler</td>
<td>1Medical University Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria, 2Tirol Kliniken GmbH, Innsbruck, Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2069</strong> No Evidence for Systematic Gray Matter Volume Differences in Dyslexia and Dyscalculia</td>
<td>David Moreau, Kristina Wiebels, Anna Wilson, Karen Walde</td>
<td>1University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand, 2University of Auckland, Auckland, 3University of Auckland, Auckland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2070</strong> Word Length Processing in Left Lateraloccipital through Region-to-Region Connectivity: an MEG Study</td>
<td>Mariya Toneva, Tom Mitchell</td>
<td>1Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2071</strong> Reduced brain activity and functional connectivity for intelligible speech in older adults</td>
<td>Naoxi Fei, Jianguo Ge, Yi Wang, Jia-Hong Gao</td>
<td>1Center for MRI Research, Academy for Advanced Interdisciplinary Studies, Peking University, Beijing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2072</strong> Effective connectivity of brain regions involved in word processing: a fMRI study of Chinese reading</td>
<td>Guoyuan Yang, Jianqiao Ge, Jia-Hong Gao</td>
<td>1Center for MRI Research, Peking University, Beijing, China, 2Center for MRI Research, Academy for Advanced Interdisciplinary Studies, Peking University, Beijing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2073</strong> Role of superior temporal gyrus in speech: An ECoG connectivity study</td>
<td>Ali Moharramipour, Parham Mostame, Gholam-Ali Hossein-Zadeh, James Weless, Abbas Babajani-feremi</td>
<td>1University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran, Islamic Republic of, 2University of Tennessee Health Science Center, Memphis, TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2074</strong> Brain Networks Underlying Concept Retrieval Comprise Interacting Supramodal and Sensory-Motor Areas</td>
<td>Seyyedeh-Rezvan Farahibozorg, Olaf Hauk</td>
<td>1University of Cambridge, MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, Cambridge, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2075</strong> Revisiting the association of hemispheric lateralization of language with handedness</td>
<td>Xinyu Liang, Xiaoshua Wang, Yanchnao Bi, Gaolang Gong</td>
<td>1State Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 2IDG/McGovern Institute for Brain Research, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2076</strong> Investigating the effects of action concepts on recognition memory</td>
<td>Jiseon Baik, Haeil Park</td>
<td>1Zaozhuang University, Zaozhuang, China, 2Shirley Ryan Ability Lab, Chicago, IL, 3Shirley Ryan AbilityLab, Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2077</strong> Brain Oscillations Involved in Perception and Action are Modulated During Semantic Word Processing</td>
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2507 A hemisphere-unbiased iterative surface registration template for neonatal connectome analysis
Sara Larviere1, Reinder Vos de Waal1, Shahin Tavakol1, Seok-Jun Hong1, Boris Berndt1
1Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital, McGill Brain Imaging Centre, Montreal, QC

2508 Updating AFNIs 3dQwarp for Higher Fidelity Nonlinear Warping
Mitchell Horton1, Thomas Anthony2, Jon Marstrander2, Glenn Brook2, William Monroe2, Chad Burdzyhawk2, Lonnie Crosby1, Frank Skidmore4
1Joint Institute for Computational Sciences, Oak Ridge, TN, 2University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, United States, 3Joint Institute for Computational Science, Oak Ridge, TN, 4University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL

Methods Development

2509 Brain Wave Activation Modes with CORT-JESTER
Vitaly Galinsky1, Antigona Martinez1, Martin Paulus1, Lawrence Frank1
1UCSD, La Jolla, CA, 2Nathan Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research, Orangeburg, NY, 3Laureate Institute for Brain Research, Tulsa, OK

2510 A probabilistic method for modelling cortical layer composition in sub-voxel resolution
Omi Tomer1, Zvi Baratz2, Ittai Shamir3, Dor Kaptzon3, Assaf Horowitz3, Maya Faraggi4, Daniel Barazany4, Yaniv Assaf4
1Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

2511 Reliable Cluster-Thresholding of fMRI Datasets
Robert Cox1
1NIMH, Bethesda, MD

2512* ASD Brain Biomarker Detection on fMRI Images by Analyzing Deep Neural Network (DNN)
Xiaoqiao Li1, Nicha Dvornek2, Jonathan Zhang3, Junlin Yang1, Pamela Ventola1, James Duncan2
1Biomedical Engineering, Yale University, New Haven, CT, 2Radiology & Biomedical Imaging, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, 3Child Study Center, Yale University, New Haven, CT

2513 Extracting the palimpsest of brain activity and hemodynamics from fMRI data
James Pang1, Peter Robinson1, Kevin Aquino1, Thomas Lacy2, Mark Schira2
1University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia, 2Monash University, Melbourne, Australia, 3University of Wollongong, Wollongong, Australia

2514* Through Thick and Thin - Measuring Thickness in MRI
Daniel Gian1, Paul Taylor2, Jakob Seiditz1, Michael Gian1, Ciron Liu1, Peter Molfese2, Richard Reynolds1
1Scientific and Statistical Computing Core, National Institute of Mental Health, NIH, Bethesda, MD, 2Scientific and Statistical Computing Core, National Institute of Mental Health, NIH, Bethesda, MD, 3NIH/University of Cambridge, Cambridge, MD, 4University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England, 5NIH, Bethesda, MD

2515 Canonical Spectral Analysis for multivariate data fusion: formulation, extensions and analysis
Kamen Tsvetanov1, Cam-CAN1, Matthias Treder2
1University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 2Cardiff University, Cardiff, United Kingdom

2516 Generalizability Theory: Demonstrating the Process and its Utility with EEG Measurements
Adrienne Kline1, Calin Gaina Ghirorago1, Dan Pittman1, Brad Goodyear1, Janet Ronsky1
1University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta

2517 Automatic sulcal labeling using spatio-temporal information of gyification in human fetal brain
Hyuk Jin Yun1, Edward Yang2, Lana Vosung3, Ellen Grant4, Kiho Im5
1Boston Children's Hospital/Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA

2518 Regularized-Ncut: Robust functional parcellation of brain networks
Qinmu Peng1,2, Minhui OuYang1,2, Jaqian Wang2,3, Qinlin Yu1,2, Chenying Zhao2, Michelle Slinger1, Hongming Li1, Yong Fan1, Bo Hong1, Hao Huang2
1The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA, 2University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, 3Tsinghua University, Beijing, China

2519 PsychoPhysiological Interaction of CoActivation Patterns: tracking fMRI network dynamics during task
Lorena Freitas1,2, Thomas A. W. Bolton1,2, Delphine Juchaut1, Anne-Lise Giraud1, Petra Hüppi3, Dimitri Van De Ville1,2
1École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland, 2Faculty of Medicine, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland, 3Department of Neurosciences, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland

2520 Estimation of the full autocorrelation function of fMRI by regularized ReML
Carsten Allefeld1, Jonathan Rosenblatt2, John-Dylan Haynes1
1Bernstein Center and Charité – Universitätsmedizin, Berlin, Germany, 2Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheva, Israel

2521 Voodoo-corrected effect sizes without data splitting
Sam Davenport1, Thomas Nichols1
1University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

2522 An adaptive method to estimate unbiased perceptual thresholds
Chiara Fioravanti1, Diljit Kojal Singh1, Axel Lindner2, Sergio Ruiz3, Ranganatha Sitaram3, Christoph Braun1
1University of Tubingen, Tubingen, Germany, 2Hertie-Institute for Clinical Brain Research, Tubingen, Germany, 3Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

2523 Large-scale Causal Dynamic Network Modeling of fMRI
Xuefei Cao1, Xi Luo1, Björn Sandstede2
1Brown University, Providence, RI

2524 A Toolbox for Defining Standardized Surface Searchlights
Chun Siang Soon1
1Duke-NUS Medical School, Singapore, Singapore

2525 Analyzing gray matter co-atrophy network in Alzheimer's disease: A new meta-analytical approach
Jordi Manuello1, Andrea Nani2,3, Enrico Penna1, Barabara Borroni1, Tommaso Costo1,2, Karina Tatj2
1University of Modena, Modena, Italy, 2University of Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy, 3Bologna University, Bologna, Italy

Tuesday, June 18, Wednesday, June 20 and Thursday, June 21
Even numbers: 12:45 – 13:45; Odd numbers: 13:45 – 14:45
2526 Quality control of voxel-based morphometry data based on low-rank representations
Albena Vassileva1,3,4, Shahrazad Kharabian1,4, Deepthi Varikuti1,3,4, Felix Hoffstaedter1,3,4, Holger Schwender5, Christian Grefkes1,3,4, Simon Eickhoff1,3,4,5
1Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine (INM-7), Research Center Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 2Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine (INM-3), Research Center Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 3Institute for Systems Neuroscience, Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany, 4Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine (INM-1), Research Center Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 5Institute of Clinical Neuroscience and Medical Psychology, Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany, 6Mathematical Institute, Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany, 7Department of Neurology, University of Cologne, Köln, Germany

2527 Cortical and subcortical brain signatures of complex traits
Baptiste Couvy-Duchesne1, Lachlan Strike2, Futoo Zhang3, Yan Holtz4, Margaret Wright4, Naomi Wray5, Peter Visscher5,1, Jian Yang6
1Institute of Molecular Biology, Brisbane, Australia, 2Queensland Brain Institute, Brisbane, Australia

2528 Control of false-positive rates in clustermwise fMRI rates
Zoe Zhang1, Jiangtao Gou2
1Drexel University, Philadelphia, United States, 2Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, United States

2529 Investigating small sample bias in CBMA: visualizing study contribution for the ALE algorithm
Freya Acar1, Ruth Seurinck1, Simon Eickhoff1, Beatrisi Moerkerken1
1Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium, 2Institute for Clinical Neuroscience and Medical Psychology, Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany

2530 Multi-subject Stochastic Blockmodels with subject varying cluster assignments
Dragana Pavlović1, Ru Kong1, Syi Tang1, B. T. Thomas Yeo2
1ECE, CIRC, SINAPSE & MNP, National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

2531 Accurate autocorrelation modeling largely improves fMRI reliability
Witker Olszowy1, John Aston2, Catarina Rua1, Guy Williams1
1Wolfson Brain Imaging Centre, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 2Statistical Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom

2532 Estimating Single-trial BOLD Amplitude and Latency in Task-based fMRI Data with an Unknown HRF
Wouter Weeda1
1Leiden University, Leiden, Netherlands

2533* All Resolution Inference: Increasing Spatial Specificity of fMRI with Valid Circular Inference
Wouter Weeda1, Jonathan Rosenblatt2, Livia Finos3, Aldo Solari3, Jelle Goeman2
1Leiden University, Leiden, Netherlands, 2Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheva, 3Department of Medical Statistics and Bioinformatics, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands

2534 Diffusion-adapted spatial filtering of fMRI data for improved activation mapping in white matter
David Abramian Petrosian1, Martin Larsson1, Hamid Behjat1
1Lund University, Lund, Sweden

2535* Matrix-normal models for fMRI analysis
Michael Shvartsman1, Mikio Aoi2, Narayan Sundaram2, Adam Charles1, Theodore Wilke2, Jonathan Cohen1
1Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, 2Intel Corporation, Portland, OR

2536 Detecting and Interpreting Heterogeneity and Publication Bias in Image-Based Meta-Analyses
Thomas Moulin-Sapey6, Camille Maumet2, Thomas Nichols3
1University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 2INRIA, Rennes, France

2537* FMReli - a toolbox for the analysis of fMRI reliability
Juliane Fröhner1, Vanessa Teckentrup2, Michael Smolka1, Nils Kroemer1
1Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany, 2University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany, 3Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University Tübingen, Tübingen, Baden Wuerttemberg

2538 GWSPM: A toolbox for graph wavelet-based statistical parametric mapping
Hamid Behjat1, Martin Larsson1, David Abramian Petrosian1, Leif Sörnmo1, Dimitri Van De Ville2
1Lund University, Lund, Sweden, 2EPFL, Geneva, Switzerland

2539* Encoding models for the Cognitive Neuroscience Literature
Jerome Dockes1, Joan Massich1, Olivier Grisel1, Bertrand Thirion1, Fabian Suchanek1, Gael Varoquaux1
1INRIA, Paris, France, 2Parietal Team, INRIA/Neurospin Saclay, Saclay, France, 3Telecom ParisTech, Paris, France

2540 Quasi-Periodic Pattern in resting state fMRI Cortical and Subcortical Spatiotemporal Dynamics
Behnaz Yousefi1, Sven Diamant2, David Abramian Petrosian1, Hamid Behjat1, Simon Eickhoff1,3,4,5
1Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, 2Emory University and Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, United States

2541 NeuroLIME: A novel tool for explaining the predictions of nonlinear neuroimaging classifiers
Marianne Reddan1, Eshin Jolly2, Tor Wagner1
1University of Colorado Boulder, Boulder, CO, 2Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH

2542 Moving away from ICA in multi-echo fMRI denoising
Daniel Handwerker1, Javier Gonzalez-Castillo1, Dylan Nielson1, Charles Zheng1, Peter Mofese1, Peter Bandettini1
1NIH, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA

2543 Extrapolating functional MRI data into white matter via structurally-informed graph diffusion
Anjali Tarun1, Dimitri Van De Ville2
1EPFL, Geneva, Switzerland

2544 Exact Permutation Test for Brain Networks
Mao Chung1, Hyekyoung Lee2, Zhan Luo3, Yuan Wang4, Andrew Alexander4, Richard Davidson1, Hill Goldsmith1
1University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, 2Seoul National University Hospital, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

2545 The dHCP fMRI analysis pipeline enhances the detection of nociceptive brain activity in neonates
Luke Baxter1, Sean Fitzgibbon2, Fiona Moultree1, Sezgi Goksan1, Tomoki Arichi3,4,5, Stephen Smith2, Jesper Andersen3, Eugene Duff1, Rebecca Slater1
1Department of Paediatrics, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 2FMRIB, Wellcome Centre For Integrative Neuroimaging, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 3Centre for the Developing Brain, King’s College London, London, United Kingdom, 4Department of Bioengineering, Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom

2546 Tuesday, June 18, Wednesday, June 20 and Thursday, June 21
Even numbers: 12:45 – 13:45; Odd numbers: 13:45 – 14:45
2546 Localization and uncertainty of TMS effects during motor cortex stimulation
Konstantin Weise1, Ole Nummensen2, Axel Thielscher3, Gesa Hartwigsen1, Thomas Knösche1
1Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3Danish Research Centre for Magnetic Resonance, Copenhagen University Hospital Hvidovre, Hvidovre, Denmark

2547 The Interplay between Sample Size and Replicability of Results in fMRI Studies
Han Bossier1, Ruth Seurinck2, Sonne Roels1, Simone Kuhn1, Beatrijs Moerkerken1
1Department of Data Analysis, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium, 2Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

2548 Defining the Habenula in fMRI Studies
Benjamin Elz1, Emily Stern2, Junqian Xu3
1Cahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY, 2Nathan S. Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research, Orangeburg, NY

2549 Error control in fMRI activation using the (nonstationary) Gaussian kinematic formula
Armin Schwarzwald1, Fabian Telschow2, Thomas Nichols3
1University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA, 2University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

2550 Local codes for brain function: predicting task-evoked activity from resting-state
Elvis Dohmatob1, Gaël Varoquaux2, Bertrand Thirion2
1INRIA, University of Paris-Saclay, Paris, France, 2Parietal team, INRIA/Neurospin, Saclay, France

2551 Personalized Resting State: Optimization of TR for subject specific respiration and heart rates
Todd Parrish1, James Higgins1, Ayaj Kurani1, Yu Fen Chen1
1Northwestern University, Chicago, IL

2552 Theoretical evaluation of abnormal brain dynamics of the resting state in schizophrenia
Jiyoung Kang1, Jinseok Eo2, Hae-Jeong Park2
1Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea, Republic of, 2Yonsei University College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea

2553 Brain Volume Estimation from Head CT Images and Detection of Brain Atrophy in Alzheimer’s Disease
Viraj Adduru1, Andrew Michae1
1Geisinger Health System / Rochester Institute of Technology, Lewisburg, PA, 2Geisinger Health System, Lewisburg, PA

2554 Evaluating the efficacy and sensitivity of motion correction strategies for rs-fMRI
Linden Parke1, Ben Fulcher1, Murat Yucel2, Alex Forero2
1Brain & Mental Health Laboratory, Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, 2Complex Systems Group, University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia

2555 The spatial specific bias induced by normalization on 4D fMRI data
Zhao Qing1, Bin Zhu1, Bing Zhang1
1The Affiliated Drum Tower Hospital of Nanjing University Medical School, Nanjing, China

2556 Nonlinear diffusion/structural registration improves the quality of structural connectomes
Christopher Adamson1, Richard Bearer1, Gareth Ball1, Joseph Yang1, Deanne Thompson1, Marc Seal1
1Murdock Children’s Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia

2557 Online MR motion assessment using neuronavigation
Michael Woletz1, Martin Tik1, Matic Princič1, Christian Windischberger1, Tomislav Jordanović2
1Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

2558 Head motion associated changes in resting-state connectivity may originate from arousal modulations
Yameng Gu1, Xiao Liu1
1Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA

2559 A Versatile and Lightweight fMRI Real-Time Motion Monitoring Tool for Neurofeedback & Standalone Use
Nicolas Gninenko1, Ari Sarfatis2, Yury Koush1, Dimitri Van De Ville1
1EPFL, Geneva, Geneva, 2EPFL, Lausanne, Vaud, 3Yale University, New Haven, CT, 4EPFL, Geneva, Switzerland

Multivariate Modeling

2560 Factors Influencing the Stability of CCA on Neuroimaging and Behavioural Data
Zhandaihong Liu1, Stephen Smith2, Thomas Nichols3
1The Alan Turing Institute, London, United Kingdom, 2FMRIB, Wellcome Centre For Integrative Neuroimaging, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 3University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

2561 Brain structure predicts polygenic scores for autism and schizophrenia using machine learning
Danai Dimas1, Maria Joao Rosa2, Simone de Jong3, James Cole1, Marinos Kyriakopoulos4, Cynthia Fu5, Mitul Mehta6, Siri Ranilund7
1City, University of London, London, United Kingdom, 2University College London, London, London, 3King’s College London, London, United Kingdom, 4University of East London, London, United Kingdom

2562 Utilising multiple modalities to classify treatment response in patients with painful Osteoarthritis
Jade Jackson1, Duncan Sanders2, Kristina Krause3, Jonathan O’Muircheartaigh4, Andre Marquand5, Steve Williams6, Matthew Howard7
1Department of Neuroimaging, Kings College London, London, United Kingdom, 2University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia, 3University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 4Department of Clinical Neuroimaging, Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 5King’s College London, London, United Kingdom, 6Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging, Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 7Department of Neuroimaging, King’s College London, London, United Kingdom

2563 A novel machine learning approach for characterising multivariate imaging phenotypes
Richard Daws1, Eyvıl Soreq2, Cristina Nombela-Otero2, David Burn3, John O’Brien4, James Rowe5, Roger Barker6, Adam Hampshire7
1Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom, 2Imperial College London, London, UK, 3Hospital Clinico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain, 4University of Cambridge, Newcastle University, United Kingdom, 5University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 6Cambridge Centre for Brain Repair, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 7Imperial College London, London

To view full abstract text and ePosters, visit www.aievolution.com/hbm1801
2564 Mapping the biological heterogeneity of psychotic disorders using normative models
Thomas Wolfers1, Ingrid Agartz2, Ole Andreassen3, Torill Ueland4, Jan Buitelaar5, Barbara Franke3, Christian Beckmann1, Lars Westlye6, Andre Marquand7
1Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 2University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway, 3University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway, 4University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway, 5Donders Institute, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 6Department of Human Genetics, Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud Universi, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 7Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 8Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging, Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands

2565 Mapping the Impact of Neuroimaging Features of Small Vessel Disease on Post-stroke Cognition
Lin Shi1, Lei Zhao1, Fuki Yeung1, Shenyu Wong1, Kingtao Chen1, Mingfai Tse1, Chunchan Sze1, Yeeching Kwong1, Kachen Li1, Kai Liu1, Jill Abrid1, Winnie Chu1, Vincent Mok2
1The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China

2566 A data fusion-based denoising method for removing scanner/site variability from multimodal MRI data
Huanjie Li1,2, Staci Gruber1, Stephen Smith1, Scott Lukas1, Moriso Silveri1, Kevin Hill1, William Killgore1, Lisa Nickerson
1McLean Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Belmont, MA, 2Dalian University of Technology, Dalian, China, 3FMIB, Wellcome Centre For Integrative Neuroimaging, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 4Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, 5University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

2567 Quality Control in Structural Imaging Data across Multiple Sites using Factor Analysis
Zöch Jacokes1, Hossung Kim2, John D. van Horn3, GENDAAR Research Consortium
1University of California, San Diego, Los Angeles, CA, 2usc, Los Angeles, CA, 3USC Institute of Neuroimaging and Informatics, Los Angeles, CA, 4University of Southern California, Los Angeles, United States

2568 Fine-scale individual differences revealed by hyperalignment
Feilong Ma1, J. Swaroop Guntupalli2, Samuel Nastase1, James Haxby1
1Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, 2Vicarious AI, Union City, CA

2569 A novel entropy based approach to estimate the number of components for ICA in noisy fMRI data
Rajesh Nandy1, Md Abdullah Mamun2
1UNT Health Science Center, Fort Worth, TX, 2UNT Health Science Center, Fort Worth, United States

2570 Stability of the principal gradient across manifold learning techniques
Marcel Falkiewicz1,2, Daniel Margulies3, Simon B.Eickhoff
1Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine, Brain & Behaviour (INM-7), Research Centre Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany

2571* Progress in multivariate analysis in brain imaging with Nilearn
Kamalaker Dadi1, Jerome Dockes1, Andres Hoyos Idrabo1, Julia Huntenburg1, Arthur Mensch2, Alexandre Abraham1, Loic Esteve1, Alexandre Abadie1, Mehdi Rahim1, Elvis Dohmatab1, Danilo Bzdok2, Salma Bougacha1, Elizabeth DuPre1, Darya Chyzhyk1, Michael Eickenberg2, Krzysztof Gorgolewski1, Alexandre Gramfort1, Bertrand Thirion1, Gael Varoquaux1
1Parietal team, INRIA/Neurospin, Saclay, France, 2Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 3RWTU Aachen University, Aachen, Germany, 4University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA, 5Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Toronto, ON

2572 Tool for simulation of realistic noise in BOLD fMRI data
Martin Gajdos1, Michal Mikl2, Marie Novoková2, Marek Barton3
1CEITEC Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

2573* A Multivariate Brain Atlas of Genetic Depression Risk
Tim Hahn1, Claes Kaehler2, Ramona Leenings3, Nils Winter1, Daniel Emden1, Nils Opel1, Ronny Redlich1, Jonathan Repple1, Dominik Grategger4, Katharina Dohm5, Katharina Foerster6, Dario Zaremba7, Elisabeth Leehr1, Joscha Böhnlein1, Christian Bürger1, Susanne Meinert1, Verena Enneking6, Walter Heindel1, Harald Kugel1, Volker Arot1, Xiaoyi Jiang1, Bernhard Baume1, Marcella Ritschel8, Bertram Mueller-Myxof9, Udo Dannlowski8
1Department of Psychiatry, University of Münster, Münster, Germany, 2Department of Psychiatry, University of Muenster, Muenster, Germany, 3Department of Psychiatry, Meinz, Germany, 4Department of Psychiatry, University of Münster, Muenster, Germany, 5Department of Psychiatry, University of Muenster, Muenster, Germany, 6University Hospital Muenster, Muenster, Germany, 7Department of Clinical Radiology, University of Münster, Muenster, Germany, 8Department of Muenster, Muenster, Germany, 9Discipline of Psychiatry, School of Medicine, University of Adelaide, Australia, Adelaide, Australia, 10Central Institute of Mental Health, Mannheim, Germany, 11Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry, Munich, Germany

2574 Voxel level control of the item as fixed-effect fallacy with MELD
Dylan Nielsen1, Adam Thomas2, Per Sederberg2
1Data Science and Sharing Team, National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD, 2Dept. of Psychology, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA

2575 Reconstructing unthresholded statistical maps from peak coordinates using deep neural networks
Krzysztof Gorgolewski1, Tai Yarkoni2, Russell Poldrack1
1Stanford University, Stanford, United States, 2University of Texas, Austin, United States

2576 Structural and Functional Brain Alterations in ADHD: a neuroimaging meta-analysis of 86 studies
Fateme Samee1, Solmaz Soluki1, Vahid Nejati1, Mojtaba Zarei1, Samuele Cortese4,5, Simon Eickhoff1,6, Masoud Tahaqson1, Claudia Eickhoff1
1Institute for Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran, Islamic Republic of, 2Department of Psychology, Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran, Islamic Republic of, 3Institute of Medical Science and Technology, Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran, Islamic Republic of, 4Center for Innovation in Mental Health, Academic Unit of Psychology, University of Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom, 5Faculty of Medicine, Clinical and Experimental Sciences (CNS and Psychiatry), University of Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom, 6Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, NYU Langone Medical Center, New York, United States, 7Institute of Systems Neuroscience, Medical Faculty, Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany, 8Institute of Neuroscience and Medicine, Brain & Behaviour (INM-7), Research Centre Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 9Institute of Clinical Neuroscience & Medical Psychology, Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany, 10Department of Psychiatry, Psychotherapy, and Psychosomatics, RWTU Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

2577 T1 Image Synthesis with Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks
Minseon Kim1, Chihye Han1, Jisuk Park1, Dae-Shik Kim1
1Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Toronto, ON

Other Methods

2578 Clustering Multiple fMRI Modalities Reveals a Positive to Negative Axis across Participants
Colin Hawco1, Erin Dickie1, Joseph Viviano1, Aristotle Voinoskos2
2Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Toronto, ON
PET Modeling and Analysis

2579 Comparison of 11C-PBR28 and 18F-GE180 for the quantification of TSPO in the human brain
Peppo Zanotti Fregoni1, Belen Pascual2, Gaia Rizzo2, Meixiang Yu1, Neha Paf, David Beers3, Randall Carter1, Stanley Appel1, Nazem Atassi1, Joseph Mosceti1
1Houston Methodist Research Institute, Houston, TX, 2Houston Methodist Research Institute, Houston, United States, 3InVivo, London, United Kingdom, 4GE Global Research, Schenectady, NY,

2580 Multi-tracer PET-derived network architecture: the implication of partial volume effects correction
Gabriel González Escamilla1, Muthuraman Muthuraman1, Isabellie Miederer1, Michel Grothe1, Sergiu Groppa1
1University of the Johannes-Gutenberg University Mainz, Mainz, Germany, 2German Center for Neurodegenerative diseases, Rostock, Germany

2581 Independent component analyses of task-specific functional PET using a continuous infusion FDG-PET
Shenpeng Li1,2, Shaorn Jarmadar1,3,4, Francesco Sforazzini5, Phillip Ward3,2,4, Jakub Baran6, Malin Premoratine7, Gary Egan1,2, Zhuolin Chen1,2
1Monash Biomedical Imaging, Monash University, Clayton, Australia, 2Department of Electrical and Computer System Engineering, Monash University, Clayton, Australia, 3Monash Institute for Cognitive and Clinical Neuroscience, Monash University, Clayton, Australia, 4Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for Integrative Brain Function, Clayton, Australia, 5Monash Biomedical Imaging, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, 6Department of Biophysics, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, University of Rzeszow, Rzeszow, Poland

2582 Reduced efficiency of the mGluRs network in FCD: graph-theoretical analysis of [11C]ABP688 PET
Jonathon DuBois1, Sulantha Mathotaarachchi1, Olivier Roussel1, Manuel Porras-Betancourt1, Marie-Christine Gueud2, Jeffery Half3, Gassan Massarweh1, Jean-Paul Soucy1, François Dubeau4, Pedro Rosa-Neto5, Eliane Kobayashi6
1Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical, Charlestown, MA, 2McGill Center for Studies in Aging, Douglass Mental Health Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Canada, 3Division of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, DE, 4Department of Neurology and Neurosurgery, Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Quebec, 5PET Unit, McConnell Brain Imaging Center, Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 6Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital, Montreal, QC, 7PET Unit, McConnell Brain Imaging Center, Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 8McGill Center for Studies in Aging, Douglass Mental Health Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec

2583 Connectivity analysis of age-related glucose-metabolic networks
Martin Devrompe1, Stefanie M.A. Willekens1, Koen Van Laere1, Michel Kooi1
1KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

PET Modelling and Analysis

2584 Parcellation of the BigBrain Cortex Using an Adapted K-means Clustering Algorithm
Marc Fournier1, Lindsay Lewis2, Alan C. Evans1
1McGill University, Montreal, Canada, 2School of Biomedical Engineering, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT

2585 Utilizing the BigBrain as ground truth for evaluation of CIVET & FreeSurfer structural MRI pipelines
Lindsay Lewis1, Claude Lepage1, Alan C. Evans1
1McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 2McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 3McGill University, Montreal, Canada

2586 Image SNR requirements for cortical surface reconstructions from sub-millimeter anatomical data
Natalio Zaretskaya1,2, Jonathan Polimeni3,4,5,6
1Centre for Integrative Neuroscience, University of Tuebingen, Tuebingen, Germany, 2Department of Psychology, University of Tuebingen, Tuebingen, Germany, 3Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Tuebingen, Germany, 4Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts General Hospital, Charlestown, United States, 5Department of Radiology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, 6Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA

2587 Local Intensity Guided Spatially Adaptive Thresholding of White Matter Lesion Probabilities
Vaanathi Sundaresan1, Mark Jenkinson1, Giovanna Zamboni1, Ludovica Griffanti1
1FMRIB, Wellcome Centre For Integrative Neuroimaging, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

2588 A platform for deep learning and citizen science in service of large-scale neuroanatomy
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2595 Resting-state fMRI Segmentation in Spatio-temporal Domain Using Supervoxels
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1University of Wisconsin, Madison, United States
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Jiawei Chen1, Li Wang1, Weili Lin1, Dinggang Shen1
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Co-Activation Based Parcellation of the Human Left and Right Posterior Cingulate Cortex
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Qian Zhang1, Li Wang1, Weili Lin1, Dinggang Shen1
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2772 | Interaction between salty taste and retronasal odor perception: an fMRI study
| Masanori Matsura1, Aya Namba1, Hidetoshi Sadach1, Junji Nakamura2
| 1Kansei Science Research Laboratory, Kao Corporation, Odawara, Japan, 2Kansei Science Research Laboratory, Kao Corporation, Odawara, Japan
Consciousness and Awareness

2774 Human Repeated Pregnancy Loss is Associated with Altered Olfaction
Toli Weiss1, Liron Reznorantz2, Lior Gorodisky3, Reut Weissgoss1, Noam Sobel1
1Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel,
2Yale University, New Haven, CT, 3The Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Ontario, 4University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan, 5University of Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands

2777 Olfactory vs visual memory training in older adults: Cortical and cognitive effects
Jonas Olofsson1,2, Maria Larsson1, Behzad Iravan2, Marta Zakrzewska1, Ingrid Ekstrom1, Joanna Lindstrom1, Andreas Warte1, Elmer Sryjanen1, Johan Lundstrom1
1Stockholm University, Stockholm, Stockholmshire, Sweden, 2New York University, New York, NY, 3Karolinska Institute, Solna, Sweden, 4Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

2778 Structural biomarkers of awareness and wakefulness in disorders of consciousness
Evans Lukkenhoff4, Anna Nigris2, Sebastiano Rossi1, Davide Sattin1, Elisa Viscani1, Ludovico D’Incerti2, Maria Grazia Bruzzo1, Silvana Franceschetti3, Matilde Leonard1, Martin Monti3, Stefania Ferraro2
1Department of Psychology, University of California, Los Angeles, CA, 2Department of Neuroanatomy, Neurological Institute C. Besta IRCCS Foundation, Milan, Italy, 3Neurophysiology and Diagnostic Epileptology Unit, Neurological Institute C. Besta IRCCS Foundation, Milan, Italy, 4Neurology, Public Health, Disability Unit and coma Research Centre, Neurological Institute C. Besta, Milano, Italy, 5UCLA, Los Angeles, United States

2780 Functional network segregation with somatosensory awareness
Martin Grund1, Norman Forschack1, Till Niehaus2,3, Arno Villringer1,3
1Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, 2Center for Cognitive Neuroscience Berlin, Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany, 3MindBrainBody Institute at Berlin School of Mind and Brain, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Berlin, Germany

2781 Low-density EEG recordings are good enough to compute inverse solutions in conscious subjects
Ikuhiro Kida1,2, Yuka Donoshita1,3, Uk-Su Choi1,2, Tali Weiss1, Liron Reznorantz1,3, Noam Sobel1
1Department of Psychology, University of California, Los Angeles, CA, 2Department of Neuroradiology, Doshisha University, Kyotanabe-shi, Kyoto, Japan, 3University of Reading, Reading, United Kingdom

2782 From Attention to Perception: A Dynamic Functional Connectivity Study in Experienced Meditators
Ana Martinez1,2, Clemens Bauer1,2, Zeus Gracia Tabuenca1,3, Sareel Alcater1,2, Fernando Barrios1
1Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Querétaro, México, 2Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, Cambridge, MA

2783 Mindful driving: Detecting driver attention and distraction using fNIRS
Yu suke Fuj wara1, Satoru Hiwa1, Tomoyuki Hiroyasu1
1Dashisha University, Kyotanabe-shi, Kyoto, Japan

2784 Intra-individual variation in graph theoretical properties of functional networks during meditation
Yuki Ot suka1, Satoru Hiwa1, Tomoyuki Hiroyasu1
1Dashisha University, Kyotanabe-shi, Kyoto, Japan

2785 Functional network segregation with somatosensory awareness
Julia Crone1, Evan Lukkenhoff2, Steven Laureys3, Martin Monti4
1University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, 2Department of Psychology, University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, 3University of Liege, Liege, Belgium, 4UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

2786 Time-varying properties of connectivity are not a marker of propofol-induced loss of consciousness
Shan Gao1,2, Yu Yin1, Dezhong Yao1
1g.tec medical engineering GmbH, Schiedlberg, Austria, 2ALS Clinical Research Center – University of Palermo, Palermo, Italy

2787 FNIRS study of attentional states based on dynamic functional connectivity analysis
Yusuke Fujiwara1, Satoru Hiwa1, Tomoyuki Hiroyasu1
1Dashisha University, Kyotanabe-shi, Kyoto, Japan

2788 Command Following Assessment and Communication BCI for Locked-in and CLI patients
Francisco Fernandez1, Christoph Guger1, Rupert Ortner1, Woosang Cho1, Rossella Spataro2, Alexander Heilinger1, Vicenzo La Bella2
1g.tec medical engineering GmbH, Schiedlberg, Austria, 2ALS Clinical Research Center – University of Palermo, Palermo, Italy, 3Guger Technologies OG, Schiedlberg, Austria

2789 Aware or not: Dynamic brain modularity underlying word masking
Shan Gao1,2, Yu Yin1, Dezhong Yao1
1Key Laboratory for Neural Information of MOE, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, China, 2School of Foreign Languages, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, China
**Perception and Attention Other**

2790  
**Fronto-temporal Connectivity in Pre-attentive Detection: A TMS & Event-related Optical Signal Study**  
Leng-Yi Yin1, Ke-Yun Troy Liu1, Xue-Zhen Xiao1, Yang Wang1, Chiu Wing Winnie Chu2, Nathan Allen Parks3, Sandra S. M. Chan4, Bas Neggers5, Chun-Yu Tse6  
1Department of Psychology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Sha Tin, Hong Kong; 2Department of Imaging & Interventional Radiology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 3Department of Psychological Science, University of Arkansas, AR, USA; 4Department of Psychiatry, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Sha Tin, Hong Kong; 5Department of Psychiatry, University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands

2791  
**Accounting for vascular reactivity to clarify the role of the subcortical regions in attention**  
Rebecca Williams1, Jacinta Specht6, M. Ethan MacDonald1, R. Marc Lebel2,3, Erin Mazeron6e, G. Bruce Pike1  
1University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, 2GE Healthcare, Calgary, AB, Canada

2792  
**Multivariate nonlinear connectivity in connectome-based predictive modeling of attention**  
Kwangsun Yoo1, Monica Rosenberg2, Sheng Zhang3, Chiang-Shan Li4, Dustin Scheinost2, R. Todd Constable5, Marvin Chun6  
1Yale University, New Haven, CT; 2Department of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT

2793  
**Groove! Distinctive implication of auditor and motor networks in auditory temporal predictions**  
Benjamin Marillon1, Daniele Schon1  
1Aix-Marseille University, Marseille, France

2794  
**Mediation analysis of triple networks may interpret mindfulness in real-time fMRI neurofeedback**  
Hyun-Chul Kim1, Gunther Meinlchmidt2,3, Esther Stalujanis1, Angelo Belardii, Sungman Jo, Juhyeon Lee1, Dawoon Heo1, Dong-Youl Kim1, Marion Tegethoff2, Seung-Sik Yoo1, Jong-Hwan Lee1  
1Korea University, Seoul, Korea, Republic of, 2University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 3Ruhr-University Bochum, Bochum, Germany, 4Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, United States

**Perception: Auditory/ Vestibular**

2795  
**Lateralization effects on functional connectivity of the auditory network in tinnitus patients**  
Han Lu1, Zhenchang Wang1, Pengfei Zhao1, Zhenghan Yang1, Shusheng Gong1  
1Beijing Friendship Hospital, Capital Medical University, Beijing, China

2796*  
**Electrocorticographic Responses to Vowel Sequences in Awake and Anesthetized States**  
Kirill Nourski1, Mitchell Steinschneider1, Ariane Rhone1, Hiroto Kawasak1, Matthew Howard2, Matthew Banks3  
1The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, 2Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY, 3University of Wisconsin - Madison, Madison, WI

2797  
**Neuronal frequency tuning in human auditory cortex: a 7T fMRI adaptation and modelling approach**  
Julien Besle1, Rosa Sanchez-Panchuela2, Susan Francis3, Katrin Krumholz4  
1American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon, 2University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom

2798  
**Cortical Modulation Connectivity During Bimodal Visual-Vestibular Task**  
Hellen Mathei Della-Justina1, Anderson Winkler1, Humberto Gamba1, Edson Amaro Jr.2  
1Federal University of Technology - ParanÁ, Curitiba, Brazil, 2National Institutes of Health/National Institutes of Mental Health (NIH/NIMH), Bethesda, MD, 3Institute of Radiology, Clinics Hospital, University of Sao Paulo Medical School, Sao Paulo, Brazil

2799  
**Changes in regional shape and volume of the subcortical nuclei in patients with tinnitus**  
Eui-Chool Nam1, Woo-Suk Tae2  
1Department of Otalaryngology, School of Medicine, Kangwon National University, Chuncheon, Republic of Korea, 2Brain Convergence Research Center, Korea University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

2800  
**Detecting tinnitus using a non-acoustic startle paradigm**  
Lars Rogenmoser1, Pawel Kusmierek1, Denis Archakov1, Josef Rauschecker1  
1Georgetown University Medical Center, Washington DC, DC
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**Top-down frontotemporal connectivity mediates the effect of reduced regularity learning on psychotic**  
Ilyana Dzafo1, Roshini Randoni1, Marta Garrido1  
1Queensland Brain Institute, Brisbane, QLD, 2University of Queensland, Brisbane, QLD

2802  
**Large-scale Cortical Networks underlie 40Hz Auditory Steady-state Responses**  
Neeraj Kumar1, Amit Jaiswal1, Vinodh Kumar1, Dipanjan Roy1, Arpan Banerjee1  
1National Brain Research Centre, Gurgaon, Haryana

2803  
**Resting-state functional imaging of chronic tinnitus**  
Leighton Hinkley1, Danielle Muzi1, Steven Cheung2,3, Srikantan Nagarajan4  
1UCSF, San Francisco, CA, 2Department of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging, University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, 3UCSF, San Francisco, United States, 4UC Berkeley-UCSF Graduate Program in Bioengineering, San Francisco, CA

2804*  
**The brain’s mind eye in absence of visual experience: topographic mapping of the soundscape-space**  
Shir Hofstetter1, Wietse Zuiderbaan2, Sergei Dumaslin2, Amir Amed1  
1The Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel, 2Spinoza Centre for Neuroimaging, Amsterdam, Netherlands

2805  
**Robot-induced minor hallucinations: from healthy volunteers to early psychosis patients**  
Fosco Bernasconi1, Marco Solca1, Pierre Progin2, Kim Do1, Adrian Guggisberg1, Philippe Conus2, Micah Murray2, Giulio Rognini1, Olaf Blanke1  
1Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Geneva, Switzerland, 2CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland, 3University Hospital of Geneva and University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland

2806  
**Spatiotemporal boundaries of the P300 complex across multiple sensory modalities**  
Siddharth Talwar1, Vinodh Kumar2, Arpan Banerjee1  
1National Brain Research Centre, Gurgaon, Haryana, 2National Institutes of Health/National Institutes of Mental Health (NIH/NIMH), Bethesda, MD, 3Institute of Radiology, Clinics Hospital, University of Sao Paulo Medical School, Sao Paulo, Brazil
2807 Multi-Modal Investigation of the Reduced Sensitormotor Performance in Unilateral CRPS I Patients

Jorg Pfnmoller1, Sebastian Straub1, Ingo Langner1, Taras Usichenko1, Martin Lotze1
1University Medicine Greifswald, Greifswald, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

2812 Greater Occipital Nerve Blockade alters regional cerebral blood flow in Cluster Headache patients

Jade Jackson1, Duncan Hoddinost2, Nadine Khawaja1, Tara Renton1, Andre Marquard1, Jonathan O’Muircheartaigh3, Stephen McMohan1, Steve Williams4, Matthew Howard5
1Department of Neuroimaging, King's College London, London, United Kingdom, 2Boston Children's Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, 3Department of Oral Surgery, King's College London, London, United Kingdom, 4Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging, Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 5Wolfson Centre for Age-Related Diseases, King's College London, London, United Kingdom

2809 Neuro-mechanisms of the Time Discounting in Chronic Pain

Kenta Watai1,2,3, Rami Jabakhanji1,2, Naho Iiara1,2, Shizuko Kasugi1,2, Yuri Terasawa1,2, Hiroshi Morisaki1,2, Masao Ogaki1,2, Marwan Baliki1,2
1Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL, 2Shirley Ryan AbilityLab, Chicago, IL, 3Department of Anesthesiology, Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan, 4Faculty of Economics, Keio University, Tokyo, Japan, 5Department of Physiology, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, IL, 6Department of Psychology, Keio University, Tokyo, Japan

2810 Regional bulbar and hemispheric responses to inhalation of capsaicin and adenosine tri-phosphate

Michael Farrell1, Damion Azzollini1, Emma Liang1, Tara Boutista1, Gary Egard1, Stuart Mazzone2
1Monash University, Clayton, VIC, 2Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, 3University of Melbourne, Parkville, VIC

2811 A temporal disconnect between pain relief and radiation effect after Gamma Knife radiosurgery

Peter Shih-Ping Hung1,2, Sarasa Tohyama3,4, Jia Yan Zhang5, Mijan Hodad6,7
1Institute of Medical Science, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada, 2Krembil Research Institute, University Health Network, Toronto, Canada

2812 Greater Occipital Nerve Blockade alters regional cerebral blood flow in Cluster Headache patients

Sonia Medina1, Elena Makovac1, Norazah Bakar2, Sarah Miller3, Tara Renton1, Manjit Matharu1, Steve Williams3, Matt Howard7
1King's College of London, London, United Kingdom, 2Department of Oral Surgery, King's College London, London, United Kingdom, 3University College London Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom, 4Department of Neuroimaging, King's College London, London, United Kingdom, 5King's College London, London, United Kingdom

2813 Neuronal Mechanisms Underlying Successful Management of Chronic Pain

Rami Jabakhanji1,2, James Atchison1,2, Christine Gagnon1,2, Paul Scholten1,2, Marwan Baliki1,2
1Institute of Medical Science, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada, 2Krembil Research Institute, University Health Network, Toronto, Canada

2814 Induced perturbation in functional connectivity by cold pain using multi-echo resting state fMRI

Elena Makovac1,2, Ottavia Dipasquale1,2, Jade Jackson1,2, Sonia Medina1,2, Steve Williams3,4,5, Matthew Howard6,7
1Institute of Medical Science, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada, 2Krembil Research Institute, University Health Network, Toronto, Canada, 3Department of Anesthesiology, Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan, 4Faculty of Economics, Keio University, Tokyo, Japan, 5Department of Physiology, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, IL, 6Department of Psychology, Keio University, Tokyo, Japan, 7Wolfson Centre for Age-Related Diseases, King's College London, London, United Kingdom

2815 Structural Neuroplasticity Following CBT for the Treatment of Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain

James Bishop1,2, Marina Shpaner2, Antoni Kubicki2, Magdalena Naylor2
1Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, 2University of Vermont, Burlington, VT

2816 Neural somatosensory pain processing in borderline personality disorder

Kathrin Malejk1, Dominik Neff1, Rebecca Brown2, Paul Plener2, Martina Bonenberger3, Birgit Aber2, Georg Gröö1, Heiko Gra2
1University of Ulm, Ulm, Germany, 2Ulm University, Ulm, Germany

2817 DKL-based connectivity reveals candidates related to interoceptive awareness accuracy

Minchul Kim1,2, Dong Woo Shin1,2, Joaepoong Kim1,2, Dohyun Kim1,2, Min Seob Kim1,2, Bumsoon Jeong1,2
1Computational Affective Neuroscience and Development Laboratory, Graduate School of Medical Science, KAIST, Daejeon, Korea, Republic of, 2Center for Health Science and Technology, KAIST, Daejeon, Korea, Republic of

2818 Exploring the multi-modal correlates of neonatal pain with machine learning

Marianne van der Vaart1, Caroline Hartley1, Rebecca Slater1, Eugene Duff2
1University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

2819 Exploring the multi-modal correlates of neonatal pain with machine learning

Lingqiu Chen1, Cuizhen Liu2, Rongjun Yu2
1South China Normal University, Guangzhou, China, 2National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

2820 Frequency tagging insular activity related to sustained thermociception using intracerebral EEG

Giulia Liberati1, Maxime Allegret2, Elisabeth Colon1, Susana Ferroo Santos3, Jose Geraldo Ribeiro Vaz1,2, Christian Raftopoulos3, André Mouraux1
1Università catholique de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium, 2St. Luc University Hospital, Brussels, Belgium

2821 Frequency tagging insular activity related to sustained thermociception using intracerebral EEG

Michiko Komi1, Makoto Yoshizawa1, Tomohiko Muratsubuki1, Lukas Van Oudenhove1, Patrick Dupont1, Shin Fukuda1,2,3
1Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan, 2KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

2822 Exploring the multi-modal correlates of neonatal pain with machine learning

Ella Weik1, Christine Tipper1, Regula Neuenschwander1, Karin Jensen2, Tim Oberlander1
1BC Children's Hospital Research Institute, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, 2Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

2823 Exploring the multi-modal correlates of neonatal pain with machine learning

Zurich, Switzerland, 2Translational Neuromodeling Unit (TNU), University of Zürich & ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 3Translational Neuromodeling Unit (TNU), University of Zürich, Zurich, Switzerland, 4Computational Affective Neuroscience and Development Laboratory, Graduate School of Medical Science, KAIST, Daejeon, Korea, Republic of, 5Wellcome Department of Neuroimaging, University College London, London, United Kingdom

2824 Attention or Counting: The Heartbeat Evoked Potential as a Window to Interoceptive Processing

Frederike Ptaszncher1, Lilian Weber1, Katharina Welsteine1, Paolini Gina1, Huy Cao Tri Do1,2, Klaas Stephan1,5
1Translational Neuromodeling Unit (TNU), University of Zürich & ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 2Translational Neuromodeling Unit (TNU), University of Zürich & ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 3Translational Neuromodeling Unit (TNU), University of Zürich, Zurich, Switzerland, 4Translational Neuromodeling Unit (TNU), University of Zürich & ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 5Wellcome Department of Neuroimaging, University College London, London, United Kingdom
2825 Single-Subject Habenula Response to Thermal Pain at 7T
Benjamin Ely1, Alan Seifert1, Joo-won Kim1, Junqian Xu1
1Cahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY

2826 Responsibility levels modulate neural representations of outcome evaluation and pain perception
Min Pu1, Yu Yongjun2
1School of Psychology, South China Normal University, Guangzhou, China, 2National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

2827 Brain network underlying tactile estimation of object stiffness - an fMRI study
Ryo Kitada1, Ryuchi Doizaki2, Jinhwan Kwon1, Eri Nakagawa3, Hirayuki Kajimoto2, Maki Sakamoto2, Norihiro Sadato3
1Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, 2The University of Electro-Communications, Tokyo, Japan, 3National Institute for Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan

2828 Investigating somatosensory stimulation vs. attention in individual subjects using 7T fMRI
Alexander Puckett1, Saskia Bollmann2, Markus Barth2, Ross Cunnington1
1Queensland Brain Institute, Brisbane, Australia, 2Centre for Advanced Imaging, Brisbane, Australia

2829 Optimization of proprioceptive finger stimulation to fMRI
Tim Nurmi1,2, Daniel Krahele1,3, Linda Henriksson1,2, Harri Piitulainen1,2
1Department of Neuroscience and Biomedical Engineering (NBE), Aalto University, Espoo, Finland, 2Aalto NeuroImaging (ANI), Aalto University, Espoo, Finland

2830 10-Hz Modulation Laser Acupuncture Induced Specific Cerebral Cortical Activations: a Preliminary MEG
Changwei Hsieh1, Chao-Hsien Hsieh2, Shen-Mou Hsu1, Qwa-Fun Wang1, Jyh-Hong Chen3, Tair-Li Chou4
1Asia University, Taichung, Taiwan, 2Imaging Center for Integrated Body, Mind and Culture Research, National Taiwan University, Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan, 3Imaging Center for Integrated Body, Mind and Culture Research, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 4School of Post-Baccalaureate Chinese Medicine, Taichung, Taiwan, 1Interdisciplinary MRI/MRS Lab, Department of Electrical Engineering, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 2Graduate Institute of Brain and Mind Sciences, College of Medicine, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan

2831 Somatotopic Mapping of the Human Breast using 7T fMRI
Job van den Hurk1,2,3, Job Beugels4, Judith Peters2,4, Ryo Kitada1,2,4, Judith Peters2,4, René van der Hulst3
1Scannexus, Maastricht, Netherlands, 2Dept of Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery, Maastricht University Medical Center, Maastricht, Netherlands, 3Department of Clinical Neurosciences, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois, Lausanne, Switzerland, 4Department of Clinical Neurosciences, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois, Lausanne, Switzerland

2832 Large Scale Quantification of Cortical Somatosensory Representation
Noam Saadon Grasman1, Yonatan Loewenstein2,3, Shahar Arzy1,4
1Department of Medical Neurobiology, Faculty of Medicine, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel, 2Department of Neurobiology, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel, 3The Edmond and Lily Safra Center for Brain Sciences (ELSC), The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel, 4Department of Neurology, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel

2833 Searchlight Back-projection – A Tool for Analyzing Topographic Representations in Visual Space
Susanne Staff1, Elisa Infant2, D. Samuel Schwarzkopf3
1University College London, London, United Kingdom, 2The University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

2834 The subjectiveness of illusory motion perception: evidence from effective connectivity study
Sigha Cincucite1, Bogdan Dragonski2,3,4
1Institute of Biosciences, Life Sciences Center, Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania, 2Service of Neurology, Department of Clinical Neurosciences, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois, Lausanne, Switzerland, 3LREN, University of Lausanne, Department of clinical neurosciences, CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland, 4Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany

2835 Functional reorganization of population receptive fields in hemispherectomy patient with blindsight
Loraine George1, Bert Jans2, Marco Tamietto3, Alain Pitto4
1Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Canada, 2Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark, 3National Institute for Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan, 4University of Turin, Turin, Italy, 5McGill University, Montreal, Canada

2836 Task-Evoked FC Does Not Explain FC Differences Between Rest and Task Conditions
Lauren Lynch1, Kun-Han Lu1, Hoiguang Wen1, Yizhen Zhang2, Andrew Saykin2, Zhongming Liu1
1Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, 2Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN

2837 Reconstructing the subjective perception of object size with population receptive field modelling
Man-Ling Ho1,2, John A. Greenwood3, D. Samuel Schwarzkopf4
1University College London, London, United Kingdom, 2University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

2838 Forward-backward cortical loops index distinct modes of top-down processing
Han-Gue Jha
Department of Psychiatry, Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics, Medical Faculty, RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

2839 The contribution of colour information to rapid face categorization in natural scenes
Charles C.-F. Or1,2, Taliya Retter3,4, Bruno Rossion5
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2840 Probing the neural underpinnings of processing speed using a combined diffusion-MRI EEG approach
Mehrdad Brosnan1, Tim Silk2, Daniel Newman3, Ger Loughnane4, Sila Genc5, Redmond O’Connell6, Mark Beilgrove7
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2841 Linking brain decoding methods to evidence accumulation models of decision behaviour
Tijl Grootswagers1,2,3, Anthea Staines1, Lina Teichmann2,3, Andrew Heathcote4, Thomas Carlson1,2
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2842 Weaker Representation to Nonface Objects in FFA is Associated with Better Face Detection Ability
Lijie Huang1, Zonglei Zhen1, Xu Wang1, Jia Liu2
1Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China, 2Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 3Beijing University of Chinese Medicine, Beijing, China

2843 Decoding of Binocular Disparity by Functional Connectivity
Liu Chunyu1, Jiacai Zhang2
1College of Information Science and Technology, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, 2College of Information Science and Technology, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China

2844 Genetic Modulation of COMT and NKA12 Variants on the Fusiform Face Area
Chao Wu1, Zonglei Zhen1, Lijie Huang1, Taicheng Huang1, Jia Liu1
1Faculty of Psychology, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China

2845 Scaling Up Neural Datasets: A public fMRI dataset of 5000 scenes
John Pyles1, Nai Chen Chang1, Michael Tarr1, Abhinav Gupta1, Elissa Aminoff1
1Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, 2Fordham University, New York, NY
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2847* Learning Transferable and Generalizable Neural Encoding Models for Natural Vision
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1Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, 2Yale University, New Haven, CT

2848 A comprehensive investigation of face recognition lateralisation in the superior temporal sulcus
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1University of York, York, UK

2849* Dynamic coordination in scene processing network
Zhengang Lu1, Soojin Park2
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